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Our first modification to the model was putting 

together a panel of five judges that consisted 

of both designers and printers—three of the 

former and two of the latter. A simple premise. 

But one that required finding an elusive breed 

of designers with a penchant for print produc-

tion and printers with an eye for design. In 

theory, their arguments and preferences would 

establish a balance that would meet the rigors 

of their own area of expertise so that greatly 

designed pieces were expertly produced and 

impressively produced pieces were greatly  

designed. In practice, this worked fantasti-

cally: the discussion around each project and 

the standards that emerged on judging day 

reinforced that, as Frank Sinatra sang on “Love 

and Marriage”, you can’t have one without  

the other.

The second modification was to the catego-

ries. The common approach by both print and 

design awards and competitions is to separate 

the entries by type of project, from posters to 

brochures to stationery to invitations and so 

forth, creating silos that pit the preconcep-

tions of each type of project against itself, so 

decisions are based on what judges think a, 

say, business card should look or feel like in 

the context of existing business cards. In the 

FPO Awards the categories are organized by 

printing methods, from offset to silkscreen to 

letterpress and by finishing techniques, from 

binding to die-cutting to varnishes. “This made 

the judging a lot more interesting,” observed 

judge Charles S. Anderson, “and emphasized 

not only the design, concepts, and aesthetics, 

but also the physical aspects of each piece 

including the printing, paper, binding, and 

finishing techniques.” Among other reasons, 

our category organization prompted Anderson 

to praise the FPO Awards as “one of the most 

interesting competition judgings of my career.”

Finally, we also tried a different take on entry 

fees. Setting the lowest fee for the simplest 

project, a business card. Working its way up 

to flat pieces like posters and postcards, fol-

lowed by single-fold and unbound pieces like 

invitations, then moving into multi-page pieces 

up to 24 pages and lastly into lengthier page 

counts for books or annual reports. With all 

these modifications in place we were hoping 

inTRODucTiOn
Following closely on the footsteps of our inaugural Brand New Awards—a judged 
competition celebrating the best identity work—and their goal to establish a differ-
ent approach toward award shows and competitions in the design industry, the FPO 
Awards aim to institute a new model for judging not just graphic design concepts 
and execution but the way those are produced through different printing methods 
and finishing techniques and how the two practices work together to transform an 
ethereal idea into a produced reality. While there are dedicated competitions focusing 
on print expertise and proficiency and there are dozens of design competitions, each 
placing emphasis on one aspect over the other, none strive to reward each project on 
the merits of the two. 



for 500-plus entries and an international run-

away success in our hands. Not quite. We only 

received 287 entries, mostly from the United 

States, falling far short from our quantifiable 

expectations. Although discouraged by the low 

number, we were very surprised as the entries 

came into the office—the next better than the 

last. Perhaps, we thought, it was just us trying 

to find a silver lining. Not quite either. The 

judges confirmed this trend. 

“In terms of quantity, this was perhaps one of 

the smallest shows I have judged,” reiterated 

Anderson, “Fortunately, it was also the highest 

quality based on a percentage of the whole. 

There were literally no bad entries, which is 

unheard of and a testament to the FPO audi-

ence.” Judge Jessica Hische added that “There 

wasn’t a ‘cast off’ round because almost all 

pieces submitted were high quality entries.” 

And the other design judge, Marc English, 

reflected that “There have been awards I’ve 

juried where great work was not in abundance. 

This was not that show, and in fact was quite 

the opposite.” While quantity would have 

proven financially rewarding, quality proved 

to be the defining characteristic of the FPO 

Awards, probably best summed up by the  

Best of Show winner.

Printed as a 4-color letterpress poster, the 

Heads of State imagined business cards for 

32 characters of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great 

Gatsby, each with its own distinct typographic 

personality. Laid out on a 4-by-8 grid, the large 

poster was graphically joyous and impeccably 

printed by Studio on Fire. The judges could 

literally not put it down and many of them 

wanted to select it as their Judges’ Pick but it 

was fitting that letterpress maven Bruno Rohner 

claimed it. Parallel to the Best of Show we 

wanted to offer two other special awards. The 

Sustainability Award, given to the project that 

went to the greatest length in ensuring the best 

use of resources and in considering its impact 

on the environment during production and  

after, went to Foundry Communications’ annual 

report for the Society of Graphic Designers of 

Canada for their reuse of thousands of existing 

make-ready sheets from previous jobs that 

required minimum trimming and binding and 

were beautifully printed by Blanchette Press. 

The Radical Production Award, given to the 

project that did something new, unexpected, 

or out of the ordinary with any existing print 

method or finishing technique, went to design 

firm Up Inc and printer Flash Reproductions 

for their spine- (and mind-)bending panoramic 

binding of a 216-page book of amazing portraits 

of 100 people, aged 0 to 100, with their nose 

smack in the middle of each spread.

These three top winners reflect the creativity, 

resourcefulness, and craftsmanship that the 

FPO Awards strive to reward. And in conjunc-

tion with the other hundred winners, the FPO 

Awards reflect the new state of print design: 

A more restrained and thoughtful use of 

resources to produce pieces that both satisfy 

their designers and printers, and that engage 

and stimulate their end users in a way that only 

ink and paper can.

Congratulations to the winners and many 

thanks to all who entered.

Bryony Gomez-Palacio + Armin Vit 

principals, underconsideration



designers & printers

JuDgES
Unlike most design awards that are judged solely by designers,  
the FPO Awards judging panel is comprised of five individuals: 
three designers and two printers. This combination places  
emphasis on design and execution but with an increased level  
of scrutiny toward production.

The combination of 
designers and printers 
on the judging panel 
made us all scrutinize 
the work more closely. 
Each judge not only 
brought their aesthetic 
taste but also their eye 
for quality in each’s 
respective fields. As 
a young designer that 
hasn’t had a lot of 
experience overseeing 
a print project from 
concept to printed 
execution, it was very 
eye opening to listen to 
what Jesse and Bruno 
had to say about how 
difficult certain pro-
cesses were and how 
harshly they criticized 
pieces that were techni-
cally just the tiniest bit 
“wrong” or “off.”  
— jessica hische

For any designer, 
working hand-in-hand 
with a first-rate printer 
is always a treat: their 
insight into the final 
execution of producing 
ideas that have been 
labored over from the 
design end often takes 
the project to another 
level. Judging a show 
with Jesse and Bruno, 
two of the most  
innovative and de-
manding of craftsmen 
(or artists, depending 
on your point of view) 
kept me on my toes 
in areas I may have 
dismissed as inconse-
quential, were I only 
considering surface  
appeal. For any  
designer, it’s always a 
treat to be in the same 
room with designers 
whom you respect,  
like long-time pal 
Chuck, or the fresh-
faced (though clearly 
well-versed) Jessica, 
as their standards and 
insights help whet my 
dulled edge. — marc 
english

Judging the show alongside some of the country’s 
most knowledgeable printers like the legendary 
Jesse and the perfection-minded Bruno added 
another level of consideration to the judging,  
and placed an emphasis on the craft. 

The FPO Awards reinforced the fact that printed 
pieces have become rare fetish items and are  
increasingly powerful and compelling objects  
as the majority of design is now reduced to non-
tactile, online replicas of printed paper or soulless,  
mathematically accurate vector images.

In terms of good design on paper, what I have  
witnessed during the last few years is the “beginning 
of print” and the end of boring, generic, corporate 
communications printed on coated white paper, 
which have mostly all gone online to glut the  
Internet with infinite volumes of mediocrity.  
(Good riddance.) — charles s. anderson

The balance of designers and printers was interest-
ing. It balanced the judging by introducing a print 
perspective not just design. — bruno rohner



founder, charles s. anderson design co.

cHARlES S. AnDERSOn 

founder, rohner letterpress

BRunO ROHnER 

letterer, illustrator, and “avid internetter”

JESSicA HiScHE 

Charles is the founder of Charles S. Anderson Design Co., established in 1989, and specializing in identity 
development, packaging, and product design. While the firm has worked with many wonderful clients, their 
partnership with The French Paper Company has endured as one of the longest-running, most prolific, and 
internationally recognized client/designer relationships in the history of graphic design—2011 marks their 
25th year working together. In addition to their highly recognized client work, CSA Design is unique in 
creating what has become one of the most extensive and well-respected archives of licensable artwork in 
existence. Painstakingly created over many decades, the CSA Images collection is a digital museum of art  
for commerce, a vast and ever-expanding resource of illustration inspired by the entire visual history of  

art, design, and typography. Charles S. Anderson Design Co.’s work has been exhibited in museums worldwide, featured in numerous 
prominent publications, and awarded top honors in every major design competition.

Bruno brings over thirty years of 
printing experience to this event. 
His exposure started at an early 
age in his father’s highly respected 
commercial printing company. From 
the 1970s through the late 90s, 
Bruno worked in every aspect of 
commercial sheet-fed printing (from 

press operation to job production) at his father’s Rohner Printing 
and other Chicago-based printers. Bruno earned a Communica-
tions Degree from the University of Colorado Boulder in 1989 
and a Certificate of Printing from Triton College in 1991. In 1997, 
intrigued by the craft of letterpress printing, Bruno founded Roh-
ner Letterpress with the intent of offering letterpress printing on a 
commercial basis. Bruno accomplished this, in part, by replacing 
lead type with photopolymer plates, thus merging the ancient 
art of letterpress printing with modern design practices. Today 
Rohner Letterpress continues to concentrate in letterpress print-
ing. However the company has expanded to offer the additional 
services of die-cutting, finishing and envelope conversion.

president, WilliaMson printing corporation

JESSE S. WilliAmSOn 

Marc english design

mARc EngliSH

Jesse is President of Williamson 
Printing Corporation (WPC) in Dallas, 
TX where their prepress department, 
color management team, sheetfed 
and web presses, and bindery and 
finishing equipment occupy a 7.6-acre 
area. With roots as far back as 1884 
when it was known as The Dorsey 

Company, WPC has been owned by the Williamson family since 
1968. Williamson has consistently ranked among the top three 
award winners at the Premier Print Awards, the Oscars of the 
print industry. Jesse is the inventor or co-inventor of the follow-
ing patents: PackMAG-Magazine and direct mail insert carrier; 
WIMS-Integrating metallic inks with process colors; Litholux-
flexo printing and coating interstation on sheetfed, offset presses, 
allowing the use of flexo inks; and GloKote-applying glow-in-the-
dark slurry on offset press. He’s been named NAPL/PIA Sheet Fed 
Executive of the Year.

After graduating from Tyler School of 
Art with a degree in Graphic Design, 
Jessica worked for Headcase Design 
before taking a position as senior de-
signer at Louise Fili Ltd. Spending her 
days learning about fancy typography 
with Louise, she continued develop-
ing her freelance career at night. After 

two and a half years of little sleep and a lot of lettering, she left  
to pursue lettering and illustration further and to try her hand 
at type design. Jessica and her work have since been featured in 
many publications, she has traveled the world speaking about  
lettering and illustration, and she has probably consumed  
enough coffee to power a small nation. Jessica spends most of  
her non-working hours at home watching “Battlestar Galactica” 
with her talented better half and their two kitties, or out and about 
consuming pork-fat rich meals and fancy cocktails. To keep up 
with her day to day antics you can follow her on Twitter but be 
prepared for stupid cat videos and bizarro medical facts. 
(photo: catalina kulczar-marin)

Marc is the author of Designing 
Identity: Graphic Design as a Business 
Strategy. The studio of Marc English 
Design specializes in identity, publica-
tion, and packaging design.  Their 
work can be found in collections in 
the US, Mexico, and Germany, with 
clients from across the US,  

as well as in such diverse markets as Paris, Tel Aviv, Vietnam,  
and Malawi. English teaches in graduate and undergraduate 
programs in the US and Mexico, and lectures and juries design 
exhibitions across the US. He has a daughter whom he loves  
very much, and lives in Driftwood, Texas, an unincorporated  
community southwest of Austin. He designed and printed his  
first business card with letterpress, in the 7th grade, in 1971 or  
’72. It was a long time ago.
(photo: jonathan allen)

judges  9 



full project  

on page 22

full project  

on page 196

their favorite project

JuDgES’ PickS
Poster for Mississippi State University, Department of Art  
by Jude Landry Design  
printed by mississipi state university printing services

Brochure for Mohawk Fine Papers Inc. by Volume Inc.  
printed by the hennegan company

cHARlES S. AnDERSOn

mARc EngliSH

I chose this poster because it managed to stand out 
among all of the other more elaborately printed 
pieces, even though it was printed with a single 
color (silver) on dark brown paper. The primary 
letterform accurately reflects the essence of Jessica 
Hische’s elegant typographic aesthetic, and the 
supporting typography is perfect. The fact that this 
poster was printed on a beautiful and amazing 
sheet of French Paper that I designed may have 
also slightly influenced my vote.

The longer I am in this business, the more sure I 
am of this idea: would I want to steal this piece? 
There were several pieces in this show that 
inspired me to steal them. I cannot begin to tell 
you how many paper samples or promos I have 
thrown in the trash in 25 years. A LOT. Likewise, 
there are a few that have been keepers, that have 
stood both the test of time regarding content 
and design. I found this piece engaging in design, 
content, and production and found it could be 
re-visited on all counts. If something is worth 
stealing, it’s worth repeatedly gloating over your 
theft. For that, client, designer, and printer should 
be pleased. 

10  judges’ picks



full project  

on page 166

full project  

on page 76

full project  

on page 134

Poster for Self-Promotion by Bureau of Betterment  
printed by great lakes flocking

Poster for Self-Promotion by The Heads of State  
printed by studio on fire

Holiday Card for Self-Promotion by Froeter Design Company 
printed by rohner letterpress

JESSicA HiScHE

BRunO ROHnER

JESSE S. WilliAmSOn

From the moment I saw this poster I loved it.  
The designer really used the medium as the 
basis of the design and because of that it’s such 
a harmonious, wonderful piece. The illustration 
itself is great. I love that not only is it flocked 
but the illustration is meant to look like a woven 
sweater. Brilliant! Anytime a piece makes me 
envious I know it’s a winner and this one turned 
me a vivid green.

I chose this based on the difficulty of print based 
on design. Letterpress is challenging enough 
but to balance coverage and sharpness of type 
is really difficult. I also felt the design of vintage 
looking cards lent itself to the process. Overall,  
a fantastic piece.

I loved the sophistication of this card not just  
in the simple typography but in the printing.  
Very simple and nice. I wasn’t even aware  
that the team at Rohner Letterpress, of fellow 
judge Bruno, had printed it, since everything is 
judged anonymously.



poster for self-proMotion by the heads of state / printed by studio on fire

BEST OF SHOW
Awarded to the project that stood out above all others, across all categories, for its 
integration of design and print production.

We all loved this piece 
for any number of  
reasons. And the any 
number of reasons 
were the thorough 
attention to period 
typography and design, 
and an immaculate 
print job, on a gor-
geous paper. — marc 
english

This poster is perfect. 
From concept to print-
ing, every inch of it is 
incredibly well thought 
out and executed. The 
designers were able to 
capture the look of that 
era so perfectly and 
subtly—it doesn’t feel 
like a caricature of the 
time. It feels genuine, 
even down to the 
zip codes and phone 
numbers that reflect 
the time. I think any 
designer would hap-
pily have this in their 
homes and seethe with 
envy that they couldn’t 
design such a beauti-
ful poster. — jessica 
hische

full project  

on page 76



annual report for society of graphic designers of canada by foundry coMMunications / printed by blanchette press 

SuSTAinABiliTy AWARD

book for 0to100 by up inc / printed by flash reproductions 

RADicAl PRODucTiOn AWARD

Awarded to the project that went to the greatest length in ensuring the best use  
of resources and in considering its impact on the environment during production 
and after it has been used by its intended audience.

Awarded to the project that has done something new, unexpected, or out of  
the ordinary with any existing print method or finishing technique, pushing the  
boundaries of what can be achieved.

A lot of designers focus on sustainability by  
working with environmentally friendly papers and 
inks, or by encouraging recycling of the piece when 
it’s run its course. This piece went a step further  
and was actually made of repurposed materials. 
There’s nothing more sustainable than repurposing 
existing papers and objects so this piece was the  
obvious choice. And it was of course beautiful to 
boot! — jessica hische

A smart and great looking piece. Make-readies 
re-purposed to reduce waste and look good in the 
process. — charles s. anderson

I liked the fact that they focused on reuse and  
not recycle. A brilliant use of make-ready sheets.  
— bruno rohner

I’m not sure I would define it as radical, but it  
might qualify for xtreme, off the hook, gnarly,  
or epic. — charles s. anderson

We all kept coming back to this piece because of 
the binding. It is really a wonderfully put together 
book and the partnership between the printer and 
photographer was a great match. — jessica hische

Simple, elegant, and a pleasure to hold. — marc 
english

full project  

on page 46 and172

full project  

on page 30 and 170



What caMe in & What caMe out

SuBmiSSiOnS DATA
submissions

 287
 75 offset 30 40%

 68 letterpress 29 42% 
 29 silkscreen 8 27% 
 12 foil stamp 6 50% 
 1 engraving 0 0% 
 0 thermography –	 –	 –  
 0 flexography –	 –	 –  
 18 digital 0 0% 
 3 inkjet 0 0% 
 3 other 2 66% 
 2 varnishes 0 0% 
 4 binding 2 50% 
 7 laser-cutting 3 42% 
 11 die-cutting 4 36% 
 54 mix 20 37% 

winners

 104
acceptance rate 

 36%



highlights & trends

WinnERS DATA

 33
self-promotion 

 18 
business cards

 24
posters

6
wedding invitations

 16
french paper

 14 
crane lettra

 15
mohawk

 11
neenah

25
projects both designed and  
produced by the same designer,  
firm, or printer

by a designer or firM

6 
the mandate press

4 
volume inc.  
roandco

3 
samarskaya 
hatch 
up inc. 
measure

by a printer

6 
the mandate press

5 
flash reproductions 
studio on fire

4 
gilah press + design

3 
cranky pressman  
blanchette press

3 (TiED)

poster for self-proMotion by the heads of state 

printed by studio on fire

Best of Show
Letterpress Best of category Winner
Judges’ Pick (Bruno Rohner)

book for 0to100 by up inc  

printed by flash reproductions

Radical Production Award
Binding Best of category Winner
Offset Category Winner

annual report for society of graphic designers of canada  

by foundry coMMunications 

printed by blanchette press

Sustainability Award
Offset Category Winner
Binding Category Winner

 1,000,000+
packaging for burger king by crispin porter + bogusky

 2,484
excluding burger king’s run

mOST Winning EnTRiES mOST cOmmOn TyPE OF PROJEcT

cOlORS On PRESS

mOST uSED PAPER STOck BRAnDS

mOST AccOlADES FOR A SinglE EnTRy

BiggEST PRinT RunDOuBlE-DuTy AvERAgE PRinT Run

63%
21%

8%
8%

spot

cmyk + spot

cmyk

no color

data  15



16  offset

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,500 336 + cover CMYK + 2 — Perfect bound

24 × 28.5 interior Sappi Gallerie Art Silk text
endleaves Cordenons Astrosilver Cannete 
cover

Best of category

limiTED EDiTiOn BOOk By POST PRESS
Printed by Capital Offset

additional design credits

editor, producer, writer and designer  
Scott Thomas 
editor Mia Sara Bruch
copy-editor James H. Ewert Jr.
compiled with Kori Schulman
proofreaders Julie Van Keuren and Todd Kelsey

additional production credits

production management Fabra DiPaolo
binder Acme Bookbinding
engraver Universal Engraving, Inc.

approach and solution 

Designing Obama was created to mark a moment in history for the community. 
This book, written by the Design Director of Barack Obama’s 2008 Presidential 
campaign, provides unique insight into the design and branding of an unconven-
tional candidate. Rather than work with a publisher, he collaborated with the 
general public through Kickstarter and self-published a highly-crafted artifact. 
The grassroots supporters who backed this book established a new method of 
communication outside the publishing industry’s vernacular.

production lessons 

Most would expect major problems to arise during the production of a book, 
but in fact the most challenging issues arose when it came time to shipping. 
Because Kickstarter lacked a shipping protocol, many backers did not anticipate 
shipping costs. Customer service became key in alleviating their stress and 
confusion. Distribution problems intensified when, after boxing, wrapping and 
taping 1,300 books and bringing them to the post office, we were informed of 
the many strict regulations for bulk shipments that we did not meet. All of this 
made the decision to make Designing Obama an iPad app an easy one. 

OFFS
ET









20  offset

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 26 + cover CMYK — —

11.75 × 14.5 Newsprint

nEWSPAPER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By ZiBA DESign
Printed by Newspaper Group/Really Interesting Group

additional design credits

creative director Chelsea Vandiver
designers Angela Sun and Kamilah Dove
writer Carl Alviani
project manager Julia Carpenter

additional production credits

producer CJ DeWaal

Ziba	is	a	design	and	innovation	consultancy	based	in	

Portland,	OR.	Founded	in	1984,	Ziba	has	more	than	120	

employees,	working	in	Portland,	San	Diego,	Tokyo	and	

Munich.	For	over	26	years,	Ziba	has	worked	globally	with	

startups,	Fortune	500	and	multi-national	companies	alike.

approach and solution 

Ziba sends a holiday gift each year to their vendors and collaborators to show 
appreciation and reinforce relationships. 2010 saw Ziba shift its voice to the 
outside world, from a handful of curated statements to a creative chorus. We 
needed to showcase the diversity of expertise and perspectives to clients who 
often see only a portion of Ziba’s capabilities. As a personal gift, it needed to 
carry a human voice, and convey not only professional expertise but the values 
shared by Ziba’s people: an understanding of design’s emotional impact, an  
appreciation of narrative, and a deep respect for craft.

production lessons 

We faced several challenges: a frugality brought on by the economic downturn;  
the constraints of a newspaper press; dozens of contributions showcasing a 
diversity of thought; a non-negotiable holiday schedule; creating a “sit-down” 
experience for readers, in a media culture that disdains long-form reading; and 
expressing the wide range of “holiday” experiences within Ziba’s multi-cultural 
organization. Finally, we should note that the design draws inspiration from holi-
day symbols, and the CMYK palette embraces the printing process, and assures 
a precise chromatic result.





22  offset

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

200 — 1 — —

16 × 25 French Paper Pop-Tone, Hot Fudge, 100lb Best of category

POSTER FOR miSSiSSiPPi STATE univERSiTy, DEPARTmEnT OF ART  
By JuDE lAnDRy DESign
Printed by Mississippi State University Printing Services

the departMent of art at Mississippi state university is	

home	to	over	300	Art	Majors.	

approach and solution 

This poster was created to lure college students to a lecture and workshop by 
visiting artist Jessica Hische, whom we invited as she launched her Daily Drop 
Cap project—where she drew a custom letter each day and posted it online for 
anyone to use on their own websites. I designed this letter “J” as an homage to 
her inspiring work. Printing with one spot color on brown paper was a money 
saving solution that didn’t give the impression of a low printing budget. 

production lessons 

I had spoken with Scott Lipsey at Mississippi State University about printing 
a silver spot ink on brown paper, and he assured me they could easily do it. 
Because the print shop is less than a mile from my office, I was able to watch the 
entire printing process. It all went very smoothly.





24  offset

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

250 — CMYK — —

flat 16 × 24
folded 4 × 6

Natural smooth, 24lb text

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By mARk PERnicE/mATic
Printed by Jakprints

additional design credits

art director and designer Mark Pernice
sculptor and painter Christian Hanson
photographers Mark Pernice, Scott Altmann, 
and Douglas Thompson

Mark pernice/Matic is	a	design	and	illustration	studio	based	

in	Brooklyn,	NY.

approach and solution 

Apple’s Photo Booth application is entry-level, face-stretching inspiration for  
millions of Mac owners. In the hands of a designer it’s... frankly, freaking everybody 
out. What began as an exercise to teach the in-laws how to use their iMac ended 
in a project that Fast Company called “delightfully horrible” and Gizmodo called 
“almost divine grotesqueness.” The idea was to take the 2D image that Photo 
Booth manipulated and create a tangible face in a real environment; then, in turn, 
bring it back into a 2D printed image.

production lessons 

How do we make the post office not chomp it up without having to shrink wrap 
it? Pretty unexcitingly: various experimentations with wafer seals, placement and 
test mailings. Also, if I use Apple Photo Booth on the poster itself will it create 
some sort of paradoxical shift where I cease to exist?
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,500 100 + cover CMYK — Perfect bound

6 × 8 × .25 Neenah Classic Columns, Epic Black and Solar 
White, 120lb DTC 
Cougar Smooth, 80lb text

cAnvAS mAgAZinE FOR inDiAnA univERSiTy uniOn BOARD By inDiAnA univERSiTy  
uniOn BOARD
Printed by World Arts Printing

additional design credits

art director Dever Thomas

Canvas creative arts MagaZine	based	in	Bloomington,	IN	

is	a	publication	that	accepts	the	best	visual	and	written	

work	from	undergraduate	and	graduate	students	at	all	IU	

campuses.	Canvas	distributes	thousands	of	copies	all	over	

the	state	every	semester.

approach and solution 

Canvas is led by a new student art director every semester, and each issue is 
completely redesigned while maintaining the same size—new layouts, fonts,  
and colors are chosen.

production lessons 

The die-cut provided some difficulties because the parts of the stencil letters 
were too close together to be cut by a traditional die. We had to alter the  
existing typeface, Eames Stencil, so that it could be cut.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

500 open edition — 4 — —

18 × 24 Pegasus, Black Vellum, 80lb cover

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By ScRiBBlE On EvERyTHing
Printed by Cereus Graphics

additional design credits

Shelby White

additional production credits

Steve Woods

scribble on everything	is	an	online	retailer	of	design-

centric	prints,	stickers,	and	wall	and	laptop	decals.

approach and solution 

Typefaces of the World was a poster created to show the typefaces that are most 
commonly used in a lot of today’s design. The poster includes information for each 
typeface such as the year it was made, the location and the typographer. These 
50 typefaces were chosen based on popularity and usefulness in present design. 
It was by mere coincidence that the typefaces were nearly split 50/50 between 
Europe and the United States—the most prominent locations for typographers.

production lessons 

The biggest challenge was printing white ink on uncoated black paper stock. It 
was a beast to get just right. Sure we could have printed it on white stock but 
where’s the challenge in that? We ended up printing a double hit of silver, then 
overprinting a double hit of white in line, then a dry trap on the two PMS colors. 
The printer, Cereus Graphics, went the extra mile (and then some) on this project. 
They ended up throwing in the dry trap at no cost just to make it perfect. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

500 216 + cover interior CMYK + 2 cover Spot UV 
gloss varnish

Panoramic bound

flat 11 × 10
folded 5.5 × 10 × 2

Nice Matte, 115lb text

0TO100 BOOk By uP inc
Printed by Flash Reproductions

additional design credits

creative director Carey George
designer Ryan Booth
photographer Sandy Nicholson

additional production credits

binder Specialties Graphic Finishers Ltd.
retouching, color separations and specialty 
printing inks The Gas Company

0to100	is	the	result	of	a	collaboration	between	flash 

reproductions,	up inc,	and	sandy nicholson.

approach and solution 

The people at the printing company Flash Reproductions, told the people at 
branding agency, Up Inc, about a cool new bookbinding technique. Intrigued 
by the possibilities, they enlisted well-known photographer Sandy Nicholson, 
and a critical mass of other partners, for a unique collaboration. Looking to 
showcase a new bindery technique that allows full, seamless double-page 
spreads, the partners in the project collaborated in putting together the “0to100” 
photography project (an image of a different person to represent every year  
of age, from 0 to 100). This book—one component of the project, which also 
includes an iPad app and website—is a graphic and verbal narrative on aging. 
An understated design, with simple typography and plenty of white space, 
avoids competing with the images.

production lessons 

The biggest challenge was finding a paper and glue combination that could  
be laminated together to eliminate curling of the text and photography pages. 
We worked closely with the printer and the bindery to experiment with different 
combinations of sheets and glue, until we found the one that worked best.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

brochures 3,000
announcements 
8,000

32 + cover  
(10 panels)

cover 3
interior CMYK

— Saddle-stitched

brochure 5 × 7
announcement 3 × 5

cover Opus Dull, 80lb cover
interior French Paper Dur-O-Tone, Newsprint 
White, 70lb text

BROcHuRE AnD AnnOuncEmEnT FOR luckyRicE By PARliAmEnT OF OWlS
Printed by Enterprise Press

additional design credits

Meg Paradise  
Lauren Sheldon

luckyrice	is	a	media	and	marketing	company	with	a	big	

appetite	for	Asian-style	cuisine	and	culture.	Every	May	

they	host	a	food	festival,	a	week-long	string	of	events	from	

cocktail	parties	to	a	festive	night	market.	

approach and solution 

The festival guide and announcement brochures bookended the branding project.  
The announcement, which was the first piece to be designed and produced, 
not only reveals the year’s events but, as the nesting fold opens, it reveals a 
cityscape. The guide brochure was created to house more details and was distrib-
uted at every event. Referencing the announcement brochure, a surprise cover 
interior reveals the cityscape and a detachable postcard. The interior was printed 
on a toothy off-white newsprint paper to contrast the crisp white cover stock.

production lessons 

Matching PMS colors (including a metallic) that were printed on white with 
CMYK in the off-white interior proved to be tricky. To compensate, the auber-
gine value was lightened and we had a good deal of yellow taken out. A minty 
green was introduced to replace the gold metallic. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  

binding rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 80 + cover cover 1/1
interior section i 1/1
interior section ii 4/1
band 4

Aqueous varnish

Perfect bound  
Dust jacket

5.5 × 7.75 cover French Paper Construction, Tile Green
interior Endeavor, Satin
band Eames Canvas, Natural White

ExHiBiTiOn cATAlOg FOR POmOnA cOllEgE muSEum OF ART By DEPARTmEnT OF 
gRAPHic SciEncES
Printed by Source Print Media

additional design credits

designer Kimberly Varella
editors Rebecca McGrew and Eli Pulsinelli

poMona college MuseuM of art	is	the	site	of	an	active	

program	of	temporary	contemporary	and	historical	exhibi-

tions	throughout	the	academic	year	for	Pomona	College	in	

Claremont,	CA.

approach and solution 

In order to highlight the multi-disciplinary work of artist Steve Roden, we knew 
that we would have to design an equally layered and complex object, while 
meeting the revelatory standards of a museum catalog. Roden’s exhibition was 
based on a collection of postcards by a well known artist that Roden and col-
laborator Michael Ned-Holte recreated into poems and paintings of the same 
dimensions (3.75 by 5.5 inches). This resulted in the intimate size of the catalog 
and the cross-referencing belly band that connects the original postcards to the 
paintings and poems reproduced within.

production lessons 

Understanding the nature of print and utilizing a combination of spot and process  
colors can really help in getting more bang for your buck. We met several times 
with our print rep before even starting the design process, ensuring that the 
blue prints for the complex architecture of this catalog were worked out. A 4/1 
signature can give the feeling of a coffee table caliber book, while saving costs in 
plates and wash-ups.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,500 18 + cover cover 1
interior 2

— Saddle-stitched 
Belly band

5.75 × 8 cover Wausau Astrobrights, Eclipse Black
interior Springhill Opaque, Gray, text
end sheet Curious Translucents, Clear, 29lb text

BOOklET FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By mEASuRE, inc.
Printed by Holm Graphic Services

additional design credits

Chad Johnston 
Chris Malven 
Austin Van Laar

Measure, inc.	helps	businesses	maximize	their	potential	

by	providing	strategic	and	enlightened	design	solutions	

that	generate	measurable	results.	Their	goal	is	to	positively	

change	attitudes	and	behaviors	by	helping	clients	identify	

unique	messages	and	developing	innovative	and	emotive	

ways	of	connecting	them	with	their	audience.

approach and solution 

This promotion was designed to help clients and potential clients understand the 
value of visual perception and how it can affect their business. The piece dem-
onstrates the value of design through short tests that explore Layered Meaning, 
Form Perception, Expressivity, Typography, Paradox, Information Processing, and 
Consistency. Each of the seven tests presented is followed by a brief description 
of the concept at work and later summarized on a key page in direct relation to 
how the tests affect business.

production lessons 

There was some uncertainty about exactly how well the silver would lay down 
on the black cover, especially in some of the finer details of serifs and line work. 
However, the metallic printed with a remarkable opaqueness, creating a striking 
effect and holding the finest details. Equally, we were a little hesitant printing 
the green PMS on the gray interior sheets, fearing that it would dull down quite 
a bit. What we learned though, was that in context, the green held its punch.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 — 1/1 — —

18 × 24 Neenah Classic Crest, 120lb DTC

POSTER FOR ScOTT ROgERS By mAkRO
Printed by McAra Printing

additional design credits

designer Jacques Krzepkowski
artist Scott Rogers

additional production credits

production manager Jacques Krzepkowski

scott rogers is	a	visual	artist	currently	based	in	Glasgow,	

Scotland.

approach and solution 

Artist Scott Rogers had peacefully co-existed with the hornets on his back porch 
until he was violently attacked. His acceptance of the hornets turned quickly to 
violence: tipping over the recliner in which they were living, he doused them 
with water, and killed them. As part of a gallery exhibition, Rogers recreated  
the recliner and nest as a sculpture. A poster was required to advertise the exhi-
bition. The poster was printed on two-color, black-on-white duplex paper with 
high contrast ink to show the dichotomy and contrast of Scott’s reaction.

production lessons 

Our main challenge was replicating the intricate detail and sketch textures  
in Scott’s drawings, especially on the word map illustration. We had explored 
different ink options, but settled on PMS 877 for two reasons. First, it offered 
exceptional contrast against the black background. Second, it absorbed  
into the paper inconsistently, providing detail to Scott’s sketching patterns.  
To achieve a solid look, two or three hits would have been required. But one 
hit of the metallic was perfect in reproducing a sketch.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  

binding rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 limited 
edition

96 + cover cover 3
interior section i CMYK
interior section ii 2

—

Perfect bound6 × 9 cover Lynx Opaque, Brightwhite Smooth, 
100lb cover 
interior Rolland ST30, 70lb

BOOk FOR RRR PROJEcT By nOHAWk
Printed by Westcan Printing Group

additional design credits

designer and curator Scott Massey
designer Jonathan Sandridge

The	rrr project	is	concerned	with	tying	together	the	

leftovers	and	scraps	created	by	the	actions	of	today	and	

yesterday.	Creating	connections	between	artists	of	diverse	

backgrounds,	generations	and	locations,	we	are	interested	

in	telling	a	unified	story	that	sums	up	the	world	today.	

approach and solution 

The RRR Project—short for Reduce, Reuse, Recycle—invites participants to 
“Look around your environment, see what you can save, pick it up, turn it 
over, and look at it in a different way.” The result is a collection of artwork, 
photography, words and all other kinds of visual flotsam and jetsam given a 
second chance to inspire in a collective experience. First published as an e-zine 
celebrating Earth Day, RRR now comes in a juicy, printed book, RRR.001. 

production lessons 

Since RRR.001 was self-published, we were concerned with keeping costs low 
while still utilizing an environmentally friendly printing process. We broke the 
book into three signatures, two of which would only use two colors (black and 
PMS 311) while the middle signature would be printed in CMYK. As a result, 
special attention had to be paid to ensure that the artwork not only looked good 
if converted to two colors but also fit well in the overall story, keeping a nice 
flow and pagination.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

3,000 limited 
edition

96 + cover CMYK + 1 — Perfect bound

6 × 9 cover Chipboard
interior Rolland ST30, 70lb

BOOk FOR RRR PROJEcT By nOHAWk
Printed by Westcan Printing Group

additional design credits

designer and curator Scott Massey
designer Mark Ho-Kane

The rrr project	is	concerned	with	tying	together	the	

leftovers	and	scraps	created	by	the	actions	of	today	and	

yesterday.	Creating	connections	between	artists	of	diverse	

backgrounds,	generations	and	locations,	we	are	interested	

in	telling	a	unified	story	that	sums	up	the	world	today.	

approach and solution 

Our second round of image making, RRR.002 is a little more collaborative 
and personal than the first. We invited artists to present work that gave a more 
intimate statement about the world today. In an effort to keep ourselves honest 
to the project, we also went around to some of the artists’ studios to learn more 
about them, see their environments, talk and make new work together (collaged 
bits of their work with ours). Seems like we almost doubled the amount of con-
tributors from the last one, spanning generations, backgrounds, and geography.

production lessons 

Two lessons were learned in the production phase of RRR.002: always trust your 
printer and when in doubt hit it hard! We chose a 100% post-consumer recycled 
chipboard for the cover, knowing that it would fit well with our concept and add 
to the tactile nature of the physical object. Due to the nature of the stock, printed 
graphics usually must be solid bold shapes. Our cover not only used one layer 
of blue but also contained halftone dots which would be risky to print twice. To 
solve this, the team at Westcan decided to hit the blue layer once really hard, 
successfully printing our design.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,000 174 + cover 1 + 1 (double hit) — Panoramic bound

5.75 × 7.1 × 1 Various weights and paper stocks

AnnuAl REPORT FOR SOciETy OF gRAPHic DESignERS OF cAnADA  
By FOunDRy cOmmunicATiOnS
Printed by Blanchette Press

additional design credits

art director Zahra Al-Harazi
designers Kylie Henry, Janice Wong, and Jake Lim
illustrators Kylie Henry, Jake Lim, Jon Jungwirth, 
and Emmanuel Obayemi 
writer Kitty Wong

additional production credits

production manager Susan Zebedee

the society of graphic designers of canada (GDC)	is	

an	advocate,	voice,	and	resource	for	Canada’s	graphic	

design	community.

approach and solution 

For this annual report we sought to not only utilize unused materials but rethink 
efficiency in itself, adopting many steps, methods, and concepts to truly embrace 
sustainability and produce this book in an environmentally friendly manner. 
This included conjuring ideas where we could eliminate the need of using fresh 
materials altogether. Our biggest smile comes from using otherwise discarded 
make-readies. We took these sheets from other completed jobs to use as our 
main stock: fold these together and you’ve got yourself a blank canvas—paper 
that would have otherwise had to undergo the process of being “recycled”.  
The size of the book even matters, as it takes advantage of the optimal surface 
area per press sheet, needing less trimming and wasted paper. Plus, it’s easier and 
cheaper to move through the postal system. Lastly, the book uses only two spot 
colors, reducing the amount of ink needed. 

production lessons 

Make-readies make a great canvas. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

750 per book speaker guide 32 pages + cover
pdx guide 38 pages + cover
sketch book 32 pages + cover

cover 3
interior 1

Saddle-stitched

3.5 × 5 cover Chipboard
interior Quinalt, 70lb text

BOOklET SERiES FOR THE inDuSTRiAl DESignERS SOciETy OF AmERicA (iDSA)  
By ZiBA DESign
Printed by Pinball Publishing

additional design credits

creative director Paul Backett
art director Jessica Vollendorf
designers Jessica Vollendorf and Heather 
Cummings 
writer Carl Alviani 
project manager Julia Carpenter

additional production credits

producer CJ DeWaal 

the industrial designers society of aMerica	(IDSA)	is	the	

world’s	oldest,	largest,	member-driven	society	for	product	

design,	industrial	design,	and	related	design	fields.	IDSA	

hosts	the	International	Design	Conference	and	five	regional	

conferences	each	year	in	addition	to	the	annual	IDEA	

design	competition.

approach and solution 

This set of booklets was created for the Industrial Design Society of America  
annual conference, including a speaker guide, Portland city guide, and sketchbook. 
There are numerous hand-drawn elements in the Portland city guide, reinforcing 
the conference theme: DIY Design. The content was also curated from a designer’s 
point of view, and the booklets were produced a few miles from the conference 
site. A simple bellyband presented them neatly at the conference.

production lessons 

We loved the Scout Book but, as designers, we wanted to customize everything 
about it. But that’s not the point of the Scout Book. It’s cost-effective and very 
sustainable because very few customizable options are available. The size is set. 
The cover is always made of chipboard, with eight colors to choose from. There 
are three options for page stock, and three options for the amount of pages in each 
booklet. Period. These constraints inspired us to concentrate on the design and 
content of the individual pages, and it paid-off tenfold for the reader’s experience.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,000 48 + cover 2 — Saddle-stitched

11.5 × 22 Newsprint, 28lb

mAgAZinE FOR mATéRiEl By FREimuTH & POFF unlimiTED
Printed by KK Stevens Printing

additional design credits

Kyle Poff 
Michael Freimuth 
Fogelson-Lubliner 
Timonthy Goodman 
Bob Martus 
The Free Associates 
Ben Pieratt, Zissou 
Scott Reinhard 
Colin Matsui

Matériel	Magazine	is	a	small	collection	of	creative-minded	

individuals	who	are	striving	to	maintain	bonds	throughout	

the	country	(and	world,	where	possible)	via	a	common	

printed	platform	for	personal	creative	work.	

approach and solution 

To discover and showcase emerging talent in the creative fields of photography, 
illustration, product and graphic design.

production lessons 

It’s incredibly difficult to get pink newsprint at small quantities; we’re simply not 
the Financial Times.

David Iglesias 
Kate Jones 
Forest 
Jared Stone 
SOFTlab 
James P. Morse 
Dan Blackman 
Travis Stearns 
Fablous
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,500 46 + cover cover 1/1
interior CMYK + 1

Z-fold 
Double saddle-stitch

4.25 × 10.25 cover French Paper Pop-Tone, Lemondrop, 
100lb cover 
interior Finch Fine, Ultra Smooth, Bright 
White, 70lb text

cAmPAign mATERiAlS FOR cAliFORniA cOmmuniTy FOunDATiOn  
By DEPARTmEnT OF gRAPHic SciEncES
Printed by Source Print Media

additional design credits

designers Kimberly Varella and Liz Anderson

california coMMunity foundation (CCF)	is	a	nonprofit	

organization	that	manages	1,600	funds	for	making	grants,	

loans,	fellowships,	and	scholarships,	with	a	concentration	

of	resources	in	priority	areas	such	as	the	arts,	and	focused	

attention	on	low-income,	ethnic	minorities,	and	vulnerable	

populations.

approach and solution 

This piece was geared towards CCF donors to reveal the multiple art funds that 
they manage. We initially built a campaign around this focus called “L.A. Makes 
Art” which talked specifically about art in Los Angeles, CA and how funding the 
Arts not only makes art happen but also plays a fundamental role in the culture 
of the city. The brochure doubled as an informational guide to CCF’s funds and 
a sketchbook to invite funders to become a part of art-making in Los Angeles. 
These brochures are provided at many events including studio and museum 
tours, luncheons, etc. where donors and artists will connect directly.

production lessons 

PMS 872 looks really red on yellow paper. We had to wash up and change to 
871—huge difference. Could have been avoided by ordering a draw-down. Also, 
the paper for the cover was much more rigid than we anticipated. We ended up 
doing a double score on the folds to help it sit—a little—flatter.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,350 416 + cover 2 — Perfect bound

6 × 8.5 × 1.5 cover Astrobright Venus, Violet, 65lb cover
interior Finch Casa, Bright White, 80lb text

yEARBOOk FOR AlBuquERquE AcADEmy By AlBuquERquE AcADEmy
Printed by Cottonwood Printing

additional design credits

lead designers Mindy Guo, Monica Schwartz, 
and Will Root 
faculty advisers Erin Fitz-Gerald and Louis Schalk
photography Kim Jew

additional production credits

design production Head Yearbook Staff: 
Genesis Aleman, Mindy Guo, Kai-Erik Jensen,  
My-An Nguyen, Monica Schwartz, and Emma Ye  
binder Roswell Bookbinding

albuquerque acadeMy,	located	in	Albuquerque,	NM,	is	

an	independent,	non-sectarian,	college-preparatory	day	

school	for	1,065	boys	and	girls	in	grades	6–12.

approach and solution 

The Student Designers built an all-school collaborative novel compiled in a 
“choose your own adventure” format. They gathered key content to the story 
from the entire student body and wove it into a complex narrative that moves 
throughout the publication. Additional layers include an analysis of Joseph 
Campbell’s “Hero’s Journey,” the production of individual silhouettes of the 
entire school, as well as the standard yearbook content of documenting the year 
for the student body.

production lessons 

Design challenges included the complex mapping of the “choose your own 
adventure” format to confirm correct flow and page numbering. Building the 
exquisite-corpse based novel proved a challenge for the copy team. The pro-
fessional photographers worked with the students to shoot profile pictures of 
each student for silhouette creation. Production challenges included working 
within a limited budget and having to use inexpensive paper to keep costs low.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000,000 + — CMYK + 1 — —

Varying sizes Various weights and paper stocks

PAckAging FOR BuRgER king By cRiSPin PORTER + BOguSky
Printed by Various

additional design credits

creative director James Dawson-Hollis
art director Mike del Marmol
designer David Iglesias
illustrator David Iglesias
integrated art producer Abbie Noon

additional production credits

senior print producers Yajaira Fierro and 
Jessica Arcey

burger king is	a	global	chain	of	fast	food	restaurants	

headquartered	in	Miami,	FL.

approach and solution 

In 2010, Burger King launched its newly reinvented global packaging. The fast-
food king sought to universally expand its appeal across various international 
markets by minimizing the use of copy and adding more emphasis to their 
products. The result was a bold, illustrative approach at showcasing some of 
their more popular menu items. 

production lessons 

Because these packages were to be produced and distributed around the world, 
we needed to create designs that were simple enough from a stylistic and 
production standpoint. In order to ease production efforts in countries with more 
limited print capabilities, all final artwork would consist of a maximum of 4 spot 
colors. As a means to then maximize color usage, each illustration used a varia-
tion of tints and screens to create shadows, highlights, and dimension. As a result, 
Burger King was able to globally manage and produce an indistinguishable line of 
packaging while limiting costs and preserving a fresh aesthetic.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,500 — card CMYK
plastic 2

card Satin 
aqueous varnish

—

7.75 × 5.25 Unisource White Velvet, 80lb cover

HOliDAy cARD FOR clASSic cOlOR By PluRAl
Printed by Classic Color and Plural

additional design credits

Jeremiah Chiu 
Renata Graw

classic color	is	a	printer	located	in	Broadview,	IL,	special-

izing	in	high	quality	print	and	print	production	for	everyone	

from	small	businesses	to	large	corporations.

approach and solution 

Classic Color asked us to design their annual holiday card. With very few restric-
tions—and great printing resources—our approach was to show the technical  
excellence and care they put into the execution of all their pieces. We also 
wanted to create a classic feeling card that people could enjoy, interact with, 
and keep, rather than ditch straight into the trash bin. After seeing cards from 
past years, there was only one rule we decided to implement: no Christmas 
trees. The solution was an analog animated card using an optical illusion to 
show movement by moving a mask across the card. 

production lessons 

The biggest challenge was understanding the optical illusion and how it worked. 
Once we learned how to create it, we were able to add colors and test a variety 
of options. On the production side, designing a simple card with a space for 
the plastic sheet to slide in and out required a little bit of fussing with. Overall 
we were very pleased with the outcome of the piece and all the new tricks we 
added to our bag. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

150 — 2 — —

poster 10.75 × 15.75
invitation 4.25 × 18
envelope 8.25 × 5.5

Carnival Uncoated, Ivory, text and cover

WEDDing inviTATiOn FOR RicHEllE & kEn By J. kEnnETH ROTHERmicH
Printed by Diversified Graphics, Inc.

richelle singleton and kenneth rotherMich. approach and solution 

This invitation—designed for my own wedding—juxtaposes a traditional (if a bit 
over-the-top) invitation-style flourish and script against a big and bold, modernist 
typography—right on top of each other. The production methods were kept sim-
ple to let the graphics and typography do their thing while sticking to a budget.

production lessons 

By sticking with a seemingly basic 2-color offset job, we were actually able to 
make much more of an impression than we would have if we had opted for some-
thing more extravagant. Using customizable off-the-shelf envelopes and stickers 
also helped cut costs. And fortunately for us, our printer was willing to work 
closely with us to maximize press sheets and get the most bang for our buck.





62  offset

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

5,000 — CMYK + 4 — —

22 × 30 Mohawk Superfine, Smooth Ultrawhite,  
80lb cover

POSTER FOR mcSWEEnEy’S By vOlumE inc.
Printed by Blanchette Press

additional design credits

creative directors Adam Brodsley and 
Eric Heiman  
designers Nathan Sharp and Talin Wadsworth

McsWeeney’s	is	an	American	publishing	house	founded	by	

author	Dave	Eggers.

approach and solution 

A reprint of our contribution to McSweeney’s 33 San Francisco Panorama news-
paper, this poster-sized infographic traces in minute detail the history of popular 
music in the Bay Area. An indispensable resource for any music fan and deft 
synthesis of large and disparate amounts of data.

production lessons 

Newsprint, as it was originally reproduced, can actually print pretty well,  
Mohawk Superfine prints better, Blanchette prints best.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 52 + cover book CMYK + 1
cover 3

Aqueous varnish Saddle-stitched

9 × 13 cover Domtar Cougar, Smooth, 80lb and 
Neenah Translucent, Clearfold, 48lb 
interior Cougar, 100lb text

AnnuAl REPORT FOR nAAcP By HyPERAkT
Printed by Recycled Paper Printing

additional design credits

creative directors and designers Deroy Peraza 
and Julia Vakser 
designer Jason Lynch

the national association for the advanceMent of colored 

people (NAACP)	is	America’s	oldest	and	most	influential	

civil	rights	advocacy	organization.	For	almost	a	century	

they	have	worked	to	ensure	equality	and	eliminate	racial	

hatred	and	discrimination	through	community	outreach	

programs	and	advocacy	campaigns.

approach and solution 

The inspiring campaign and historic election of President Barack Obama was 
an unprecedented achievement for the cause of equality. To reflect the year’s 
progress, the theme of the NAACP’s 2008 annual report was the act of voting. 
We designed a report that highlighted the potential of the vote as both the ulti-
mate expression and most fundamental engine of power, justice, and freedom. 
The report outlines the organization’s achievements in the areas of voting and 
representation, community health and education, criminal justice, economic 
equality, and legal advocacy.

production lessons 

We learned how to print on translucent clearfold, by placing a double hit of 
white ink before printing the yellow.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

3,000 20 + cover 2/2 — Saddle-stitched

flat 24 × 18
folded 12 × 18

Rolland Enviro100, Satin, 70lb text

BROcHuRE FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By uP inc
Printed by Flash Reproductions

additional design credits

creative director Carey George
associate creative director Van Chong 
designer Matt Webb

up inc	is	an	independent	branding	firm	based	in	Toronto,	

Canada.	Services	include	brand	research,	positioning,	

strategy	and	identity,	marketing	and	communications,	

advertising,	websites,	etc.	

approach and solution 

To promote the services of this small branding firm with potential clients in 
Canada and the Northeast US, we decided to highlight the benefits of working 
with an independent agency—being nimble, decisive, specialized, skeptical, 
and cost-efficient. Quick hits of information get to the heart of our competitive 
advantages, all of which are illustrated by readily understood images. The large 
tabloid format amplifies the boldness of the message and is hard to disregard in 
a mail delivery. 

production lessons 

The production challenge was one we set for ourselves: print in two PMS colors 
only. Because digital proofing uses a four-color process, it was difficult to predict 
how the two colors would look on press. We worked closely—and successfully— 
with the printer, relying on their knowledge of how their proofing system would 
translate into the final piece.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

10,000 24 + cover CMYK — Saddle-stitched

6.5 × 9 Mohawk Navajo, Brilliant White, 80lb cover 
and 100lb text

BROcHuRE FOR PORTlAnD STATE univERSiTy mBA PROgRAm By SOckEyE
Printed by Brown Printing

additional design credits

creative director Peter Metz
art director and designer John Fisher
illustrator Mark Searcy
writer Norm Sajovie

portland state university offers	one	of	the	country’s	lead-

ing	MBA	programs	emphasizing	sustainability,	leadership	

and	innovation.	A	degree	from	PSU	provides	a	wealth	

of	advantages,	from	the	flexibility	to	tailor	a	specialized	

degree	to	the	school’s	outstanding	connections	with	the	

business	community.	

approach and solution 

Leveraging the geometric collages by illustrator Mark Searcy used in the advertis-
ing, we created a cover that speaks to the global perspective MBA students bring 
to the school and city of Portland. Throughout the brochure we created spotlights 
of how students are impacting businesses locally and across the globe.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  

binding rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,500 24 + 6 page cover cover 2/2
interior CMYK

cover Overall matte OPP film lamination on 
one side and die-score 
interior Overall matte aqueous varnish

Saddle-stitched6 × 6 cover Sterling Ultra Gloss, 100lb cover
interior Nice Matte, 100lb

BOOk FOR micHAEl cRicHTOn PHOTOgRAPHy By FlASH REPRODucTiOnS
Printed by Flash Reproductions

additional design credits

photographer Michael Crichton

Michael crichton	is	a	Toronto-based	photographer.

approach and solution 

The purpose of this piece is to showcase and celebrate the work of Michael 
Crichton Photography.

production lessons 

One of the challenges of this book was creating the custom metallic ink shade 
used on the inside cover. The rock used for the pigment of this ink is very difficult 
to source and it takes time to produce within a small hand-made operation. 
When I was supplied with just one small can of ink, my pressman gave me a 
look only my mother could appreciate. Nevertheless we pulled it off.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

500 — 5 — —

27.5 × 39.37 Arctic Volume, High White, 135grm

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By clEvER°FRAnkE
Printed by Zwaan Printmedia

clever°franke	is	a	design	studio	that	specializes	in	identity	

design,	interactive	design,	and	data	visualization.

approach and solution 

Every year CLEVER°FRANKE designs a weather chart with an overview of the 
weather of the previous year. C° has a special affinity with the weather. The 
names of the founders Thomas CLEVER and Gert FRANKE have been combined 
with the aid of the degree symbol, since the origin of the design studio, a refer-
ence to the astronomer Anders Celsius (C°) and physicist Daniel Fahrenheit (F°). 
This degree symbol served as the basis for the design of the visual identity: two 
researchers within the same field who found different approaches and references.  
It is something definitely recognizable in the personalities of the founders of 
CLEVER°FRANKE.

production lessons 

The level of detail in the data visualization makes it complicated to print in the 
colors that were selected: metallics and fluorescents. The printer did a great job 
on getting everything the way it was intended.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 — folder 1 
brochure CMYK + 1
data sheet CMYK

Overall dull 
varnish

folder 9 × 12
brochure 6 × 8
data sheet 8.5 × 11

folder Utopia II, Dull, 120lb 
brochure and data sheet Utopia II, Dull, 
80lb cover 

iDEnTiTy mATERiAlS FOR kEmin HEAlTH, l.c. By mEASuRE, inc.
Printed by Edwards Graphic Arts and Pella Printing

additional design credits

Chad Johnston 
Chris Malven 
Austin Van Laar

keMin,	a	nutritional	ingredient	manufacturer,	is	committed	

to	improving	the	health	and	nutrition	of	the	world	with	

functional	products	that	deliver	maximum	efficacy	through	

superior	science.

approach and solution 

The visual identity of Kemin Personal Care focuses on the minimal and the refined. 
Building off of their slogan “Natural With Science” we blended beauty and science 
into porcelain icons, reflecting the brilliant colors of Kemin’s natural ingredients.

production lessons 

The three-panel folder presented the greatest production challenges, with com-
plex gluing, many custom folds, and die-cuts. We created many folded prototypes 
before settling on a final design, which ended up being absolutely necessary in 
getting a result with the durability, fit, and finish that we were looking for.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

300 — 4 — —

18 × 24 French Paper Dur-O-Tone, 100lb cover Best of category

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By THE HEADS OF STATE
Printed by Studio on Fire

additional design credits

Jason Kernevich 
Dusty Summers  
Ralph Geroni

approach and solution 

Chapter four of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby reads like a VIP guest list 
of the Jazz Age. Taking inspiration from those pages, this poster is comprised 
of the business cards of the movers and shakers that attended Gatsby’s parties. 
We set off to capture the typographic spirit of that era and to expand upon the 
characters’ back stories hinted at in those pages.

production lessons 

We considered many printing options for this piece ranging from embossed,  
offset, full-color printing to silkscreen. Ultimately we settled on 4-color letterpress 
once we secured printing with someone whose work we admired and could accom-
modate the relatively large scale dimensions of the project.

lET
TER

PRESS
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

120 — 2/1 Blind emboss —

folded 6.75 × 5 Strathmore, Natural White, Wove, 130lb text

WEDDing inviTATiOn FOR Amy & JAmiE By THE DiREcTivE cOllEcTivE
Printed by Lunar Caustic

additional design credits

Richard Kuchinsky

additional production credits

digital envelope DT Print Solutions

aMy kuchinsky	and	jaMie geWurtZ.

approach and solution 

An innovative and integrated solution, this invite concept was created to collect, 
present, and manage the many different parts and elements required. As a modu-
lar concept, different combinations and permutations of inserts could be added 
and subtracted while preserving a holistic approach that looked complete and 
well thought-out. Each element of the invitation serves a purpose that is both 
functional and display-oriented.

production lessons 

The value of trial and error and experimentation cannot be understated in 
bringing an innovative concept to reality. In all, more than fifteen mockups were 
created prior to final printing specifications. This concept required managing 
both graphic (information) and physical constraints (mailing dimensions, folding 
requirements, letterpress accuracy). It wasn’t easy, but thanks to the experience 
and willingness to experiment by our printer and an understanding client, the 
project was both a learning experience for all involved, and an ultimate success.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 12 5 — —

5 × 6 × 2 Wausau, Winter Wheat, 100lb cover 
FiberMark Eviva, Stone, 100lb cover 
Stardream Copper, 111lb cover

cAlEnDAR FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By STuDiO On FiRE
Printed by Studio On Fire

additional design credits

illustrators Adam Garcia, Brian Gunderson, 
Jessica Hische, We Make It So, and Aesthetic  
Apparatus

studio on fire provides	design	services	and	letterpress	

printing	with	a	distinctively	tactile	presence.	They	col-

laborate	with	creative	firms,	printers,	and	individuals	to	

produce	work	with	a	tactile	and	distinctively	modern	edge.

approach and solution 

The Studio On Fire Letterpress Calendar has been a favorite project in our shop 
for nearly ten years. It’s been worked on by many contributors from all over 
the world. Each year Studio On Fire puts together a loose theme, color palette 
and paper choices, then we invite five other designers and/or illustrators to 
participate. We design two months, and each contributor designs two months. 
Its always nice to have a large cross section of stylistic approaches within a little 
package that sits on your desktop. 

production lessons 

Printing multiple pieces together on a sheet represents significant labor and cost 
savings. All calendar pages are printed together on a large 26-by-20-inch press 
sheet. It is trimmed down into 12 months on 3.25-by-5-inch cards. Our easel 
stand design has a clever fold-out angled leg that reveals the inner metallic 
paper color.





84  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

200 first run — 5 — —

4.25 × 5.5 card Reich Savoy, Bright White, 92lb cover
envelope Waste Not Paper, Cement

gREETing cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By gilAH PRESS + DESign
Printed by Gilah Press + Design

additional design credits

Erin Wallace

gilah press + design	is	a	boutique	letterpress	and	

design	studio.

approach and solution 

These greeting cards appeal to people who send and receive cards in more 
than just a “greeting” card manner—they make the recipient feel like they are 
receiving a special print they will want to hang on their wall. It’s design with 
form and function.

production lessons 

Overprinting two colors to create a third can create a lot of richness and depth.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

500 limited edition — 6 Tinted blind hit —

calendar 6 × 9.75
sleeve 6 × 6.75
envelope 6.5 × 10

Mohawk Renewal, 18pt cover 
Mohawk Synergy, Citrus Green, 70lb text

cAlEnDAR FOR DEPEnDABlE lETTERPRESS By RuBBER DESign
Printed by Dependable Letterpress

additional design credits

art director Dependable Letterpress
copywriter Carol Miller

dependable letterpress	is	a	letterpress	print	shop	in	San	

Francisco,	CA.

approach and solution 

The concept for this piece comes from Joel Benson of Dependable Letterpress—
both the visual inspiration of vintage planetary charts and the device, a perpetual 
calendar. And he wanted to play with color well outside of the more common 
and budget conscious 1- to 2-color work.

production lessons 

A portion of the project (bindery and die-cutting) were done out-of-house, and 
this is what I learned: always go on a die/bindery check. No matter how busy 
you are —the whole job had to be re-printed after a major misstep in this stage 
of production.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

50 sets — 2 — —

7 × 11 Crane Lettra, Fluorescent White, 220lb

SElF-PROmOTiOn PRinTS FOR BElluS lETTERPRESS AnD Ak DESign By Amy kiTT
Printed by Bellus Letterpress

ak design	is	the	freelance	design	moniker	for	Amy	Kitt,	

design	director	for	Factory	Design	Labs	in	Denver,	and	

Joshua	DeWitt	of	bellus letterpress.

approach and solution 

Mrs Eaves is a favorite font of ours, so designing a piece only with typography 
from that family sounded really fun—the triptych came from wanting to do a 
large piece, but having to constrain to the size of the press. Playing with all the 
different characters within the font allowed for some delicate pattern design, as 
well as some fun with silly sayings. Wanting the three pieces to work together as 
a set was interesting, and it was fun to consider where the colors would line up, 
and how to join them with the patterns. The fluorescent ink provided a great pop 
of color and modern twist alongside the toothy paper. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

postcard 500
poster 300

— 2 — —

postcard 6 × 9
poster 16.5 × 23

Mohawk Superfine, Eggshell, Softwhite, 100lb

POSTERS AnD POSTcARDS FOR AigA Slc By THE mAnDATE PRESS
Printed by The Mandate Press

aiga slc is	the	local	chapter	in	Salt	Lake	City,	UT	of	the	

AIGA,	the	professional	association	for	design.

approach and solution 

We’ll take any opportunity to support AIGA SLC because no matter what they’re 
up to it’s guaranteed to be great, but this one was really fantastic. The plan was 
to host a party to showcase the artwork and design of local tattoo artists. The 
talented Dan Christofferson was to provide the design and illustration, and 
we would print a poster and postcard for the event. The poster and postcard 
both featured an illustration that was a clever combination of traditional tattoo 
iconography peppered with printing and design jargon. 

production lessons 

Because letterpress was originally designed for text and line art, achieving large 
floods of color is a challenge. By printing these pieces on our 21-by-28-inch 
Heidelberg S Model Cylinder press we were able to maintain a consistency of ink 
coverage while keeping a tight registration between runs. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

50 limited edition — 5 — —

16 × 24.25 French Paper, Muscletone, Whip Cream, 140lb

POSTER FOR DAn cHRiSTOFFERSOn By THE mAnDATE PRESS
Printed by The Mandate Press

daniel lee	christofferson	is	a	Salt	Lake	City,	UT-based	

illustrator.

approach and solution 

The artist wanted an unusual letterpress printed piece that went beyond a standard 
poster. The resulting piece has four different display options. Dan Christofferson’s 
detailed illustrations require exacting registration during production. 

production lessons 

The scale of this print tested the limits of letterpress and die-cutting capabili-
ties. We were able to print this piece thanks to our 21-by-28-inch Heidelberg S 
Model Cylinder press, which we acquired in 2010. The two parts of this piece 
had to be assembled by hand. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

400 limited edition — 1 — —

5 × 12.5 Crane Lettra, 110lb cover

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By HyPERquAkE
Printed by Defrance Printing (letterpress) and Jos. Berning Printing Co. (card)

additional design credits

Dan Barczak 
Chad Witzel 
Zack Mueller 
Jared Rabinowitz 
Samantha Weiner 
Chris Strong

hyperquake	is	a	Cincinnati-based	design	agency	working	

with	various	brands	in	the	CPG,	entertainment,	restaurant,	

retail,	healthcare,	and	B2B	categories.	HyperQuake	works	

across	a	variety	of	media	and	formats	to	bring	brand	

experiences	to	life.

approach and solution 

2010 marked HyperQuake’s 10-year anniversary, a big milestone that we didn’t 
want to casually overlook. To say thank you to all our clients and friends, and 
introduce HyperQuake to prospective clients, we created something reflective 
of the variety of design we’ve done since 2000. Letterpress gave us the perfect 
opportunity to do this, allowing us to bring to life the individual letters of our 
name, in vastly different ways through a variety of design treatments.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 — 2 — —

3 × 2.5 French Paper Pop-Tone, Sweet Tooth and 
Razzleberry

BuSinESS cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By JEnniFER DAniEl
Printed by Cranky Pressman

jennifer daniel,	unicorn	groomer	and	freelance	designer. approach and solution 

The purpose of my business card is to be memorable. And delightful. Also, 
maybe I’ll win a free lunch from it.

production lessons 

Sometimes duplexing is a better idea than flooding one side of the paper with a 
color. Letterpress always wins. Business cards are mostly useless.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

500 — 2 — —

2.375 × 4.25 Museum board 2-ply

BuSinESS cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By WHiTnEy SHERmAn illuSTRATiOn
Printed by Gilah Press + Design

additional design credits

designer Whitney Sherman

Whitney sherMan	is	an	illustrator	living	in	Baltimore,	MD	

whose	award-winning	work	has	been	published	nationally	

and	internationally.	Her	interests	now	extend	to	limited	

edition	illustrated	linens	and	hand-painted	ceramics	

where	she	is	doing	work	harvested	from	sketchbooks	and	

rejected	drawings.

approach and solution 

The artwork on Whitney Sherman’s business card showcases her style, depicting 
an illustration concept that plays on the abundance of good ideas she has, while 
also showing her personal interest in nature and hand lettering. The back of  
the card pokes fun at her years of experience, reading “Making great things since 
I started, let me make something great for you.” The card size is similar to an 
iPhone, to make it easy to carry when out, but to be a counterpoint to the choice 
of letterpress printing.

production lessons 

I planned well ahead of time, not only for the presentation the paper choice 
would give, but for holding the 2-sided imprint. The shape and size were chosen 
to resemble the iPhone, pointing to new and old technology. After printing them, 
I wished I’d rounded the corners to be more iPhone-like, but now the phone 
shape has changed and is closer to how the card already looks! The 2-color job 
was economical, while giving enough of a visual bump to make it interesting. The 
size and 2-ply weight also made it easy to keep.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 — 2 Tonal impression —

6 × 8 × .5 Mohawk Beckett Concept, Mahogany,  
130lb cover 
Crane Lettra, Fluorescent White, 110lb cover

BuSinESS cARD, giFT cERTiFicATE, AnD PHOTO FOliO FOR FinESSEncE  
PHOTOgRAPHy By STuDiO On FiRE
Printed by Studio On Fire

finessence photography	is	a	Melbourne,	Australia-based	

portrait,	fashion,	and	wedding	photography	studio.

approach and solution 

Our goal was to create a refined and elegant identity solution for a husband and 
wife photography studio. Tonal textures and clean typography are used through-
out the system to achieve the desired look.

production lessons 

Production details were planned based on paper selections: brown tonal ink on 
brown paper and pops of bright blue edge coloring on thick business card stock. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

300 — 2 — —

3.88 × 9.25 Mohawk Superfine, Ultrawhite Smooth,  
160lb DTC 

cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By TAnDEmODuS
Printed by Steracle Press

additional design credits

Kelly Komp 
Andy Eltzroth 
Kate Jensen 
Elaine Meese

tandeModus,	based	in	Chicago,	IL	helps	clients	tell	their	

stories	through	concept,	design,	and	production	of	brand	

and	identity	programs,	print,	and	digital	communications.	

As	designers	and	strategists,	thinkers	and	doers,	managers	

and	implementers,	Tandemodus	believes	the	best	solutions	

come	from	putting	their	heads	together.

approach and solution 

The idea behind the card was to craft twenty “10 Best” lists from 2010. It was a 
fantastic group collaboration among the studio to not only concept each of the 
twenty lists, but also to defend the nominations in each category. We developed 
a rather large amount of light reading that functions as the texture that defines 
the title. Once the basic format for production was decided, the fundamental 
exercise of finding the perfect combination of line break, point size, kerning, and 
leading began as we were determined to create the title of the piece from the 
running list itself.

production lessons 

The challenge of designing a typographically detailed piece paled in comparison 
to printing it. With obvious concern, yet optimism, Steracle Press rose to the 
challenge and executed it with perfect registration of the two spot colors. The 
grand lesson? Work with artisans that are confident in their abilities.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

200 limited edition — 2/1 — —

4 × 6 Reich Savoy, Brilliant White, 236lb

POSTcARD/cOASTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By vAlHAllA | DESign & cOnquER
Printed by Quality Letterpress

additional design credits

Scott Hultgren

valhalla | design & conquer specializes	in	branding,	

design,	marketing,	and	consultation	for	the	action	sports	

and	youth	cultures.

approach and solution 

I wanted to do a cool promotional coaster with my “Ice & Snow” viking. I ended 
up doing a postcard since die-cutting out the coaster would waste a bunch of 
super thick, incredibly expensive paper. 

production lessons 

Give a bit more room from the edge of the card to the die-cut line and make sure 
there’s enough contact points in the die so it stays in good. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

500 — 2 Blind emboss —

3.5 × 2 Crane Lettra, Fluorescent White, 220lb cover

BuSinESS cARD FOR muHS HOmE By PASSing nOTES
Printed by Studio On Fire

additional design credits

Abbie Planas Gong

Muhs hoMe	is	a	home	furnishings	boutique	in	San	Fran-

cisco,	CA.

approach and solution 

Sharing the same sensibility as the products it carries, the brand embodies a  
subtle and understated elegance that is naturally timeless. Beautiful in its simplic-
ity, a sophisticated palette of muted tones coupled with hand drawn illustrations 
and classic typography set a foundation that is clean and unassuming. In keeping 
with the figurative meaning and phonetic symbolism behind the name, the “u” 
references individuality and one’s personal expression of inspired living. The 
“muhs” half of Muhs Home is a variation on the client’s last name “Shum.” Meant 
to be pronounced like “muse”, it was integral for the design to clearly communi-
cate the name.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

130 — 3 — Saddle-stitched

Varying sizes Crane Lettra, Fluorescent White, 110lb cover 
envelope Waste Not Paper, Khaki and Pool

WEDDing inviTATiOn FOR JEnniFER & BRyAn By PASSing nOTES
Printed by Studio On Fire

additional design credits

Abbie Planas Gong

jennifer tedesko and	bryan craWley.

approach and solution 

The story began with a surprise helicopter ride and private lunch in Napa 
followed by a fun and fitting Ring Pop proposal. Naturally, the couple wanted 
a wedding that was nothing short of ordinary. Famous for her high heels and 
his bow ties, Jen and Bryan’s wedding suite captured their unconventional and 
down-to-earth romance through each thoughtful detail. Subtly written with a 
dash of wit and a dose of personality, the result was a collection of “all things 
good.” The invitation hinted at the celebration that awaited their guests who 
were welcomed with “good food, good fun and goodies” all around. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

invitation 500
certificate 550
book cover 500

— 2 — —

invitation 5 × 7.75
certificate 8 × 10
book cover 20.25 × 10

Crane Lettra, Pearl White, 110lb cover and  
32lb text

inviTATiOn, AWARD cERTiFicATES, AnD BOOk cOvER FOR AigA Slc  
By THE mAnDATE PRESS
Printed by The Mandate Press

aiga slc	is	the	local	chapter	in	Salt	Lake	City,	UT	of	the	

AIGA,	the	professional	association	for	design.

approach and solution 

To achieve the 3D look as well as a more colorful piece, this design utilized 
overprinting. Donated work like this project gives us the opportunity to push 
design and production boundaries. 

production lessons 

To ensure print quality, we ordinarily recommend a line thickness of at least a  
.3 point. This design included smaller details, so we were able to test the limits 
of detail on photopolymer plates. You can see these small details on the bottom 
of the certificates where it says “makes small print real big.”





118  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

250 — 2 — —

flat 17.5 × 14
folded 4.5 × 7 

French Paper, Dur-O-Tone, Butcher Off-white, 
80lb

PAmPHlET FOR AigA Slc By THE mAnDATE PRESS
Printed by The Mandate Press

aiga slc is	the	local	chapter	in	Salt	Lake	City,	UT	of	the	

AIGA,	the	professional	association	for	design.

approach and solution 

This project was meant to capture the uniqueness of Salt Lake City, UT. Each panel 
includes a historical fact about Utah, layered with regional symbols and phrases.

production lessons 

In order to achieve precise rounded corners that met our standards, the corners 
had to be rounded after the piece was die-cut and folded. The amount of detail 
was more than die-cutting alone could handle. 





120  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

300 sets — 3 — —

3.5 × 3.5 Pulp board

cOASTERS FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By uP DESign
Printed by Cranky Pressman 

additional design credits

art director Gary Underhill
designer David Yurkanin

up design is	a	Design/Marketing	Studio	from	Montclair,	NJ.

approach and solution 

We created this as a promotional piece for UP Design during the 2010 holiday 
season—we wanted something unexpected, that we could follow-up with an 
email campaign. We decidedly came up with drink recipe coasters, and a hang-
over recipe follow-up via email.

production lessons 

Creating a plaid letterpress print took a good amount of logistical planning, 
tweaking of files and ideas, and ongoing conversations with the vendor.





122  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

5,000 initial run — 2 — —

4.75 × 4.75 × .375 Neenah Sundance, Felt, Natural, 130lb cover

cD PAckAgE FOR lm DuPli-cATiOn By PlinTH DESign
Printed by Stumptown Printers

additional design credits

Louis Schalk 
Jeremy Barnes 
Heather Trost 
A Hawk and a Hacksaw

lM dupli-cation is	a	recording	label	in	Albuquerque,	

NM	that	specializes	in	contrasting	historic	and	con-

temporary	music,	as	well	as	worldwide	traditional	and	

nontraditional	music.

approach and solution 

The goal of the design was to capture a time when record labels were more 
important than individual artists. We led with the record label logo and text for 
the cover, placing the important information up-front, rather than an image, the 
dominant medium for CD covers. 

production lessons 

Being in conversation with the printer and understanding the level of care that 
they put into the project made for an exceptional outing. The combination of let-
terpress and offset worked quite well, as their registration methods were spot-on. 
To utilize the Arigato Pack design from Stumptown, we made it a top-load and 
were able to use the side flaps for limited liner notes—this avoided the additional 
cost of an insert.





124  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

200 — 5 — —

6 × 4.5 Blotter stock, 80pt

WEDDing SAvE THE DATE FOR DAn & mEliSSA By vAHAllA STuDiOS
Printed by Vahalla Studios

additional design credits

Dan Padavic

Soon	to	be	married	in	a	modern	country	wedding	dan 

padavic,	printmaker	and	designer	who	co-runs	Vahalla	

Studios,	and	Melissa coverdale,	singer	and	versatile	

creative	individual.

approach and solution 

I wanted to produce a young, fresh, and fun save the date for the wedding, 
making sure I incorporated the color palette and modern country theme that we 
developed throughout the printed and graphic materials of the event.

production lessons 

Numerous colors on letterpress projects often adds time and cost to the project. 
Developing a design that is conscious of this will make for quicker turnaround 
and less time on press.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

750 — 2 — —

2 × 2 Crane Lettra, Bright White, 600gsm 

additional design credits

Bradley Emmons

j2 coMMunications	is	a	premier	public	relations	and	

strategic	marketing	agency	serving	the	highly	influential	

suburban	Philadelphia	neighborhood,	known	as	the	Mainline.	

approach and solution 

Bradley designed the J2 Communications identity to appeal to the high-end and 
influential Mainline suburban Philadelphia socialites who meet and greet at posh 
lifestyle and charitable events. A small, but tactile letterpress card was the ideal 
solution to easily fit in small handbags and to create a memorable impression as the 
user ran their thumb along the lines of the “J2” mark. Subtly and subconsciously, J2 
can effectively communicate their deep-rooted, open lines of communication and 
the value of a high-end PR company who works behind the scenes for its clients. 
Size and shape of the cards were a smaller version of the drink coasters often 
sharing the conversation table at special events. A custom, muted red color was 
then chosen for its approachable, light-hearted, and fun attitude.

production lessons 

The challenge was certainly achieving the custom muted red ink color. To quote 
Peter Fraterdeus of SlowPrint Letterpress: “The muted red, as you specified, 
began as a PMS color, but rather than adding black to reduce the brilliance and 
achieve your desired effect, I used a tiny amount of green in the mix. I’ve always 
been a big fan of color physics, and this is one of those things that lets me make 
a less brilliant color, but still with full intensity of hue. The gray also started out 
as the specified PMS color, but we then added a tiny bit of the red back into it. I 
find that this always helps to unify the color palette, bringing the separate hues 
back into the same family, in a way.”

BuSinESS cARD FOR J2 cOmmunicATiOnS By BRADlEy EmmOnS mARkETing  
& DESign
Printed by SlowPrint Letterpress



126  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,000 — 1/1 — —

3.5 × 1.75 Crane Lettra, Fluorescent White, 220lb DTC

BuSinESS cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By TAcTic®

Printed by EventCrashers Letterpress

additional design credits

creative director Cody Thompson
designers Cody Thompson, Katherine Ritz, Megan 
Cook, and Phil Daniels

tactic® is	a	branding	firm	focused	on	delivering	thoughtful	

design	and	brand	development.	Located	in	Indianapolis,	IN		

it	maintains	a	national	client	list	of	healthcare,	technology,	

and	professional	services	clients.

approach and solution 

We set out looking for something simple, yet dynamic and memorable. We loved 
the idea of letterpress, and stuck with a single color to offset some of the cost. 
From the start, we were attached to the idea of everyone having their own unique 
back, and we played around with several different options before arriving at the 
loose halftone headshots. We felt that transforming a basic form—the dot—into 
something unique and unexpected spoke to our efficiency and creativity. Plus, 
recipients have really enjoyed discovering the images.

production lessons 

We thrived while designing within the boundaries and limitations of letterpress, 
but if anything, we learned a lot about its amazing capabilities, especially in the 
hands of a capable printer. And finally, just because someone has a press and 
says they have a letterpress shop doesn’t mean they’re capable. 





128  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

250 — 2 — —

3.5 × 2 Crane Lettra, Fluorescent White, 220lb

BuSinESS cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By nATHAliE cOnE
Printed by Gilah Press + Design

nathalie cone	is	a	Baltimore,	MD-based	graphic	designer	

who	strives	to	create	simple	yet	effective	design	for	print,	

web	and	identity.

approach and solution 

This self-promotional business card is designed to have a vintage yet modern 
feel, thanks to the bright inks involved. The fluorescent red ink bleeds from the 
circle all around the edge to catch your attention.

production lessons 

Fluorescent red ink straight out of the can was too harsh for what I was looking 
for, so the printer taught me that mixing other inks with the red (she used warm 
red, yellow, and white) was an easy way to tone down the brightness without 
losing much of the fluorescent quality.





130  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

200 first run — 6 — —

5 × 3.5 card Crane Lettra, Fluorescent White, 
110lb cover 
envelope Legion Arturo, Bright White

gREETing cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By gilAH PRESS + DESign
Printed by Gilah Press + Design

additional design credits

Kat Feuerstein

gilah press + design	is	a	boutique	letterpress	and	

design	studio.

approach and solution 

A bold and humorous approach to convey love through the ages. These greeting 
cards appeal to multiple generations.

production lessons 

Fluorescent inks are fun!





132  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

220 — 1 — —

invitation 5 × 7 and 3.5 × 4.875
bellyband 11 × 2
envelope 5.25 × 7.25

Crane, 110lb

WEDDing inviTATiOn FOR ninA & BRyAn By TEn linES PicA
Printed by Bon à Tirer Letterpress

additional design credits

Sarah Rusin

nina babaniotis	and	bryan bourret.

approach and solution 

We wanted this piece to be classic and luxurious while letting guests know that 
it would be a fun and exciting event. 





134  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

200 — 2 — —

5.5 × 8.5 Reich Paper Savoy, Natural White, 236lb cover

HOliDAy cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By FROETER DESign cOmPAny
Printed by Rohner Letterpress

additional design credits

creative director and designer Chris Froeter
illustrator Joe Ryan

froeter design is	a	creative	agency	of	problem-solvers,	

innovators,	and	idea-generators	working	across	all	media.	

They	connect	people	to	brands	in	authentic	ways,	reveal	

unique	stories,	and	create	positive	results.

approach and solution 

This piece was created as a way to stay in touch with people we’ve grown close 
to over the years, friends and clients—past and present. The letterpress technique 
gave the card a more personal touch and emphasized that we take great care in 
maintaining the relationships we’ve made.

production lessons 

The illustrator used a 3D rendering program which gave us more flexibility and 
options when we designed the final layout.





136  letterpress

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

200 limited edition — 3 — —

12 × 24 French Paper Construction, Grout Gray, 100lb

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By THE mAnDATE PRESS
Printed by The Mandate Press

the Mandate press	is	a	modern,	design-driven	letterpress	

operation	based	in	Salt	Lake	City,	UT	printing	for	local,	

national,	and	international	clients.

approach and solution 

This was a collaboration with artist/illustrator Dan Christofferson. The artist 
drew a portrait of John Mayer in his signature style.

production lessons 

We took advantage of the textured coverage resulting from printing a large flood 
of color with letterpress. We also utilized overprinting for details on the face 
within the portrait. 





138  silkscreen

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

80 open edition — 2 — —

18 × 24 French Paper Pop-Tone, Sno Cone, 100lb

POSTER FOR THE gREAT Oil lEAk POSTER PROJEcT By JuDE lAnDRy DESign
Printed by Jude Landry at Mississippi State University

the great oil leak poster project	aims	to	help	out	the	

local	fishermen	that	have	been	devastated	by	the	BP	Oil	

Leak	through	the	exhibition	and	sale	of	posters	about		

the	disaster.

approach and solution 

I wanted to personify the oil spill as a sea monster, to give people a sense of 
how dangerous it could be. The Gulf States are in the grips of an oily octopus 
to show how these states put themselves in harm’s way to help feed America’s 
need for oil. 

production lessons 

One of the biggest challenges with any hand silkscreened poster is registration. 
I worked hard to ensure that the colors lined up perfectly, and that the printing 
was of the highest quality.

Sil
kSc

REEn
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140  silkscreen

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

100 — 4 — —

18 × 24 Mohawk, 120lb cover

POSTER FOR PASADEnA muSEum OF cAliFORniA ART By vOlumE inc.
Printed by Bloom Screen Printing Company

additional design credits

creative directors Adam Brodsley and 
Eric Heiman 
designer James Provenza

The	“Getting	Upper”	exhibition	at	the	pasadena MuseuM of 

california art	is	a	poster	project	and	museum	exhibition	

that	examines	how	typography,	language,	and	communica-

tion	continue	to	affect	and	be	infected	by	theories	around	

deconstruction	and	the	visual	experience	of	graffiti	and	

street	art.

approach and solution 

Our intention with this piece was to exploit the tension between the hand-
constructed quality of graffiti typography and the more machined nature of the 
typefaces designers use every day. Each of the ten letter “V”s that make up the 
final art are blind contour hand drawings that use existing fonts as models. We 
then brought these drawings back into the digital sphere, overlaying them to cre-
ate interesting figure ground relationships that play with perception and visual 
space, much in the spirit of graffiti lettering.





142  silkscreen

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

50 — 2 — —

22 × 30 Folio, Bright White

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By HyPERAkT
Printed by Jason Lynch

additional design credits

creative directors Julia Vakser and Deroy Peraza
illustrator Jason Lynch

hyperakt	is	an	independent	design	firm	in	New	York,	NY	

with	a	passion	for	creating	work	that	affects	change	in	the	

world	around	us:	meaningful	design	for	the	common	good.

approach and solution 

If you had to make a sandwich of all the stuff that inspires you to create, what 
would it look like? That’s precisely what Hyperaktivist Jason Lynch has illustrated. 
Airplanes, good coffee, crafty booze, robots and loud guitars are all prominently 
featured in this limited edition, 22-by-30-inch poster printed in gray and fluores-
cent orange by Jason on a gorgeous Folio Bright White stock.

production lessons 

The poster ended up being quite large, and we ended up doing 5 passes for  
each one.
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144  silkscreen

quantity produced  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

poster 50
iphone sock 50 per area code

1 — —

poster 18 × 24
iphone sock 2.5 × 4.5

French Paper Muscletone, Black, 140lb

POSTER SERiES AnD iPHOnE SOckS By mcquADE DESign & illuSTRATiOn
Printed by Mike McQuade

additional design credits

Mike McQuade

the (a) project	is	a	personal	ongoing	effort	to	catalogue	

all	US	area	codes	in	the	form	of	posters	and	canvas	

iPhone	socks.

approach and solution 

I hand paint all the numbers, scan them, print my films, then run to the studio to 
start printing. All prints are embossed with my seal, signed and numbered.

production lessons 

It’s very hard to get a clean print with a 230-mesh screen on the iPhone canvas 
socks. I had to take 2-3 pulls on the screen each time. Next round, I’ll use a 
120-mesh.
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148  silkscreen

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

150 limited edition — 3 — —

19 × 25 Neenah Classic Crest, Antique Gray, 100lb cover

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By mEASuRE, inc.
Printed by Basemint

additional design credits

designer and illustrator Chris Malven

Measure, inc.	helps	businesses	maximize	their	potential	

by	providing	strategic	and	enlightened	design	solutions	

that	generate	measurable	results.	Their	goal	is	to	positively	

change	attitudes	and	behaviors	by	helping	clients	identify	

unique	messages	and	developing	innovative	and	emotive	

ways	of	connecting	them	with	their	audience.

approach and solution 

The poster was designed as a reward for our customers and supporters who 
responded to our previous promotion, which was based on the idea of standard-
ized tests. The poster illustration presents our firm as a jolly factory, processing 
the test submissions and eventually spitting out the results.

production lessons 

This was our first silkscreen piece, so we had to learn about the medium, and 
relied heavily on our printing partner for advice. As any silkscreen printer will 
probably tell you, it is important to minimize the amount of fine detail in the 
design, and lighter colors should have added overlap (known as trapping) where 
they bump up against darker colors to avoid gaps from mis-registration. We also 
found that printing with a layer of opaque white on a colored sheet intensified 
the overprinted colors and created a nice effect.
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150  silkscreen

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

75 limited edition — 3 — —

18 × 24 French Paper Glo-Tone, Red, 65lb cover

POSTER FOR DEREk DEAl By mAmA’S SAucE
Printed by Mama’s Sauce

additional design credits

Derek Deal

derek deal	is	a	designer	based	in	Brooklyn,	NY	who	is	

prolific	in	producing	both	client	work	as	well	as	personal	

art	projects.

approach and solution 

An art print for lovers of dogs and/or lovers of prints.
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152  silkscreen

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  Material  

72 — 1 — —

S, M, L, and XL American Apparel

T-SHiRT FOR cOunTRy lungS By iAn JAmiESOn
Printed by Keith’s II Sports

country lungs	is	located	in	Vermont.	The	business	grew	

out	of	an	interest	in	storytelling	through	the	use	of	clean,	

simple	illustrations.	Clothing	is	made	available	for	purchase	

in	limited	numbers	and	sold,	or	dispersed	freely	to	local	

and	out	of	state	shoppers.

approach and solution 

There appeared to be a need for simple Vermont tourism tees. Visitors to the 
state are usually greeted by busy, often complex clothing. The submitted shirt 
graphic depicts a panorama of maple trees and syrup buckets.

production lessons 

These shirts were printed by hand at a local silkscreening facility. There are slight, 
unexpected inaccuracies with each order that we, for the most part, embrace. 





154  silkscreen

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

100 — 3 — —

15 × 24 Neenah Classic Crest, Natural White, 100lb

POSTER FOR A WilHElm ScREAm By mAmA’S SAucE
Printed by Mama’s Sauce

additional design credits

Derek Deal

a WilhelM screaM	is	a	melodic	hardcore	band	from	New	

Bedford,	MA.

approach and solution 

To provide a short run, spot color poster that had a soft look to the paper and inks.

production lessons 

We wanted our inks to be subtly glossy in order to distinguish the print as being 
silkscreened, without having a cliché screen print feel.





156  foil stamp

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,000 — — Foil 
Debossing

—

3.5 × 2 Egg crate paperboard

BuSinESS cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By HATcH
Printed by KEA, Inc.

additional design credits

art directors Joel Templin and Katie Jain 

hatch design	is	a	firm	co-founded	by	Joel	Templin	and	

Katie	Jain,	and	is	based	on	the	belief	that	the	best	design	is	

honest,	hands-on,	and	human.	Hatch	helps	new	products	

and	businesses	get	off	the	ground,	and	helps	existing	

brands	soar.	Since	opening	our	doors,	we	have	created	

brand	identity,	packaging,	collateral,	advertising,	promo-

tional,	and	interactive	design	for	some	of	the	world’s	top	

global	companies.

approach and solution 

We wanted our business cards to reflect our belief that the best design is honest, 
hands-on, and human. We sourced egg crate paperboard from a manufacturer, 
waited for an egg farmer to place his order for millions of sheets, and pulled 500 
sheets for Hatch.

production lessons 

Our printing vendor was kind enough to hand-iron each sheet so it was flat 
enough to send through for debossing. All information is printed on self-adhesive 
sheets that are hand-applied to the cards.

FOil 
STAmP





158  foil stamp

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  

rank diMensions  paper stock  

45,000 — front CMYK
back 1 (double hit)

front Satin aqueous varnish and clear foil

3.5 × 2 Finch Fine, Smooth, 130lb cover

BuSinESS cARD FOR ZEEBO inc. By vOlumE inc.
Printed by Moquin Press

additional design credits

creative direction Adam Brodsley and 
Eric Heiman 
designer Talin Wadsworth

additional production credits

print broker PS Print Smart

Zeebo inc. is	the	company	behind	the	Zeebo	system,	the	

first	3G-connected	digital	entertainment	and	education	

system.	The	Zeebo	was	created	to	serve	a	vast	untapped	

market	of	consumers	in	Latin	America,	Asia,	and	beyond.	

approach and solution 

One very important purpose of the cards was to facilitate conversation with 
people that would be receiving the cards and also to convey the values of 
the company. We created a tagline and an icon to represent each value. Each 
person got cards that had the four company values in either English, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Hindi, or Chinese.

production lessons 

This project was fairly straightforward when there were only different backs for 
each employee. Then we added in the five different languages that were used 
depending on the employee with differing numbers of cards needed for different 
people and it became a complex printing problem of epic proportions. Also: 
remember not to “throw in” a simple business card design for free.





160  foil stamp

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

250 — — Holographic foil 
White foil

—

2 × 3.5 GF Smith Colorplan, Ebony, 540gsm

BuSinESS cARD FOR EigHTiES BAngS By kSEnyA SAmARSkAyA
Printed by IST Printing

eighties bangs is	a	video	editing	firm	based	out	of	Los	

Angeles,	CA	and	New	York,	NY.	Compiling	spots	for	film	

and	TV,	they	work	with	networks	such	as	AMC,	Bravo,	

Comedy	Central,	and	MTV.

approach and solution 

The purpose of the business card was twofold. The first objective was to illustrate 
the company name, Eighties Bangs, in a style that was true to form, reminiscent 
and memorable. Simultaneously it needed to remain restrained enough to be 
suitable and professional in contemporary settings. After sifting through type of 
the era, a custom “fat face” was designed that would resonate with the decade 
without aligning the firm to any one specific product of the past. In the printing, 
the light reflective holographic foil served the dual purpose of cueing the eighties 
and connoting video light emitting from a black screen.

production lessons 

Playing with a holographically foiled card can revert anyone to a two-year-old, 
hypnotized by the swirling, shining colors of the light reflection. We’ve gotten 
tremendous response on the cards thus far.





162  foil stamp

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

5,000 — — Foil stamp —

7 × 5 Matte Board, Black

ExHiBiTiOn AnnOuncEmEnT FOR WRigHT & vAlERiE cARBERRy gAllERy  
By WRigHT
Printed by NuWave

additional design credits

Jennifer Mahanay

Wright & valerie carberry gallery	is	the	premier	auction	

house	specializing	in	modern	and	contemporary	design.	

Since	2000	it	has	sold	nearly	20,000	lots	across	the	spec-

trum	of	twentieth-	and	twenty-first-century	design.

approach and solution 

This piece announced the exhibition and opening reception for Tony Smith’s 
monumental sculpture, Wall. A sleek mass in painted steel, Wall is a stand-alone 
object whose proportion and scale celebrates our relationship to pure form. The 
announcement sought to express the rigid minimal nature of the sculpture with 
its typography and material composition. The large sans serif letters come forward 
out of a foil-stamped rectangle proportionate to the work of art. The matte black 
foil debossed onto matte black board confronts the viewer, much in the way that 
Wall imposes itself in person.

production lessons 

Trying to find board that was black all the way through and thick enough to 
withstand the depth of debossing was the initial challenge. The wonderful folks 
at Classic Color never disappoint, and they found a nice matte board that would 
work best using two pieces mounted together. This gave us the thickness we were 
looking for, and avoided any shadowing from the deboss. We tried a glossy and a 
matte foil before running the job. While the glossy was easier to read, we opted 
instead for the matte, as it best represented the surface and nature of the artwork.





164  foil stamp

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  

rank diMensions  paper stock  

40,000 — 2 Foil stamp 
Matte laminate 
Spot UV gloss varnish

6.5 × 6.5 Device, 125gsm

PAckAgE FOR glO SciEncE llc By glO SciEncE llc
Printed by CTI Packaging (rigid boxes and folding cartons) and Paul T. Freund Corp (device box sleeve)

additional design credits

creative director Stacey Levine
writer Carmine Montalto
Todd Simmons 
Melissa Scott

additional production credits

production director Stuart Blinder
production manager Blake Brooks
user manuals Lahlouh

glo science	is	an	innovative	technology	brand	that	created	

the	breakthrough	GLO	Brilliant™	Personal	Teeth	Whitening	

Device—an	at-home	teeth	whitening	system—in	2010	with	

twelve	patents	pending.	GLO™	was	created	by	New	York,	

NY	aesthetic	dentist	and	inventor	Jonathan	B.	Levine,	DMD.

approach and solution 

The GLO packaging was designed to highlight the brand idea of “bright and 
white” from multiple facets—starting with the bright blue outer sleeve with  
a white burst from the corner—and continuing through the crisp white inner 
box featuring a bold foil logo. The color system is a direct reference to the  
innovative, clean product design and blue LED lights and the square shape of 
the package creates a recognizable, modular system in the retail atmosphere.

production lessons 

Find the right people: we collaborated with both independent individuals and 
vendor experts for each component of the experience from design through  
printing and form to fine-tune the consumer experience with the package. Utilize 
all the skills of a cross functional team, involving the printer as an equal member.  
Our packages were originally sourced from China; be sure to check that the  
printing process can be duplicated in the US in case local sourcing becomes  
necessary. Finally, leave time for sample proofs and pre-shipment inspection.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

500 — — White flocking 
Clear glitter

—

17.5 × 23 Wasau, Blue, 60lb cover

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By BuREAu OF BETTERmEnT
Printed by Great Lakes Flocking

additional design credits

Mette Hornung Rankin

the bureau of betterMent	is	an	independent	design	studio	

located	in	Portland,	OR	helmed	by	Mette	Hornung	Rankin.	

The	Bureau	focuses	on	identity,	branding,	packaging,	and	

publishing	work—or	anything	related	to	food.

approach and solution 

“Like a Glove: A Love Story” was created for personal edification and to send out 
as an inaugural promotional piece to friends, fellow designers, current clients, 
and future clients. The story of knitted moose finding love on the snowy hills of 
far away had been in my head for a while, and while the poster was sent during 
the holiday season I’d like to think that the story transcends religious holiday 
affiliations, time, space, gender, and species. Or, maybe it’s just plain fun.

production lessons 

Finding a US-based vendor was a challenge and required weeks of chasing leads. 
Working with an unfamiliar medium required lots of communication between 
the vendor and designer to make sure that the digital files were reproduced 
accurately (flocking is a raised, fuzzy substance applied to paper using an electric 
field and glue).

OTHER
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,000 68 + cover cover 1
interior 1

— Thread stitched

3.5 × 5.5 cover Wausau Royal Fiber, Craft, 80lb cover
interior Wausau Exact, Opaque, 50lb text

nOTEBOOk FOR HERmAn millER, inc. By THESiS
Printed by Rink Printing Company

additional design credits

creative directors Brian Edlefson and Mark Cook
art director and designer Greg Anderson

additional production credits

custom stitching Appliqué k studio

herMan Miller, inc. is	a	100-year-old-plus	company	that	

places	great	importance	on	design,	the	environment,	

community	service,	and	the	health	and	well-being	of	its	

customers	and	employees.	Their	award-winning	furniture	

and	related	services	are	specified	by	architects	and	interior	

designers—and	sold	through	a	dealer	network.

approach and solution 

The client requested that we develop a favor that could be given as a gift to visit-
ing architects and interior designers. The first page of this sketchbook explains 
why the company uses working beehives to pollinate the local wildflowers and 
keep away more aggressive wasps (a testament to the company’s environmental 
ethos). To illustrate the idea, we designed a bee trail that is stitched into the front 
and back covers of the book—leading the viewer to the bee story inside. 

production lessons 

To achieve the tactile material aspect of the design, Shelly Klein devised a custom 
apparatus that fit onto her sewing equipment.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

500 216 + cover CMYK + 2 cover Spot UV 
gloss varnish

Panoramic bound

flat 11 × 10
finished 5.5 × 10 × 2 

Nice Matte, 115lb text Best of category

0TO100 BOOk By uP inc
Printed by Flash Reproductions

additional design credits

creative director Carey George
designer Ryan Booth
photographer Sandy Nicholson

additional production credits

binder Specialties Graphic Finishers Ltd. 
retouching, color separations and specialty 
printing inks The Gas Company

0to100	is	the	result	of	a	collaboration	between	flash 

reproductions,	up inc,	and	sandy nicholson.

approach and solution 

The people at the printing company Flash Reproductions, told the people at 
branding agency, Up Inc, about a cool new bookbinding technique. Intrigued 
by the possibilities, they enlisted well-known photographer Sandy Nicholson, 
and a critical mass of other partners, for a unique collaboration. Looking to 
showcase a new bindery technique that allows full, seamless double-page 
spreads, the partners in the project collaborated in putting together the “0to100” 
photography project (an image of a different person to represent every year  
of age, from 0 to 100). This book—one component of the project, which also 
includes an iPad app and website—is a graphic and verbal narrative on aging. 
An understated design, with simple typography and plenty of white space, 
avoids competing with the images.

production lessons 

The biggest challenge was finding a paper and glue combination that could  
be laminated together to eliminate curling of the text and photography pages. 
We worked closely with the printer and the bindery to experiment with different 
combinations of sheets and glue, until we found the one that worked best.

BinDing
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,000 174 + cover 1 + 1 (double hit) — Panoramic bound

5.75 × 7.1 × 1 Various weights and paper stocks

AnnuAl REPORT FOR SOciETy OF gRAPHic DESignERS OF cAnADA  
By FOunDRy cOmmunicATiOnS
Printed by Blanchette Press

additional design credits

art director Zahra Al-Harazi
designers Kylie Henry, Janice Wong, and Jake Lim
illustrators Kylie Henry, Jake Lim, Jon Jungwirth, 
and Emmanuel Obayemi 
writer Kitty Wong

additional production credits

production manager Susan Zebedee

the society of graphic designers of canada (GDC)	is	

an	advocate,	voice,	and	resource	for	Canada’s	graphic	

design	community.

approach and solution 

For this annual report we sought to not only utilize unused materials but rethink 
efficiency in itself, adopting many steps, methods, and concepts to truly embrace 
sustainability and produce this book in an environmentally friendly manner. 
This included conjuring ideas where we could eliminate the need of using fresh 
materials altogether. Our biggest smile comes from using otherwise discarded 
make-readies. We took these sheets from other completed jobs to use as our 
main stock: fold these together and you’ve got yourself a blank canvas—paper 
that would have otherwise had to undergo the process of being “recycled”.  
The size of the book even matters, as it takes advantage of the optimal surface 
area per press sheet, needing less trimming and wasted paper. Plus, it’s easier and 
cheaper to move through the postal system. Lastly, the book uses only two spot 
colors, reducing the amount of ink needed. 

production lessons 

Make-readies make a great canvas. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

600 limited edition — — — —

18 × 24 French Paper Construction, Charcoal, Brown 100lb Best of category

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By HyPERquAkE
Produced by Laser Excel

additional design credits

Dan Barczak 
Chad Witzel 
Julie Hill 
Adam Daniel

additional production credits

embossing Hathaway Stamp

hyperquake	is	a	Cincinnati-based	design	agency	working	

with	various	brands	in	the	CPG,	entertainment,	restaurant,	

retail,	healthcare,	and	B2B	categories.	HyperQuake	works	

across	a	variety	of	media	and	formats	to	bring	brand	

experiences	to	life.

approach and solution 

Given the word “environment” as the starting point for designing this print, we 
wanted to do something different, to look at what the word really means, and 
what it means for us beyond just being conscientious. We wanted to explore 
how a poster can change with the environment and adapt to it. Also, we wanted 
our potential clients to know that we’re thinkers and not just a couple of design 
punks sitting in a studio waiting for something to happen. Finally, we wanted the 
poster itself to be kind to the environment—no inks, 100% recyclable.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

50 — — — —

3.5 × 2 Reclaimed food packaging boxes

BuSinESS cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By unA lEE
Produced by The Workroom

una lee is	a	self-proclaimed	activist	designer,	working	with	

social	movements,	non-profits,	and	other	awesome	folks	to	

create	a	better,	more	beautiful	world.

approach and solution 

I wanted my identity to emphasize the kind of work I do over my own name. The 
business card needed to communicate the transformative impact of what I do, 
and it needed to provide the sense of delight that people can expect from my 
work. Looking at/through the tagline, the world is altered by the hatching, which 
appears to be a pattern but on closer inspection is an organically shifting series of 
lines that conveys the way I see change happening. My name and contact infor-
mation are engraved and thus less visible in this change-making process.

production lessons 

This was my first foray into laser-cutting, a process I’ve always wanted to try. 
Because you’re normally charged by the minute, you really have to learn to think 
like the laser to optimize the structure of your file. It helps to have a patient laser 
operator let you sit nearby with your laptop as you adjust artwork on the fly. If 
I’d gone to a place that wasn’t a small, community-oriented business, I think the 
process would have taken much longer and been more expensive.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

750 — 2 — —

flat 21 × 7
folded 7 × 7

Neenah Classic Crest, Solar White, 100lb cover

AnnOuncEmEnT FOR HOlly & SmiTH ARcHiTEcTS By ZAnDE+nEWmAn DESign
Produced by Laser Excel

additional design credits

designers Adam Newman, Emma Schall, 
and H. Lee Domingue 
copywriter Ian McNulty
photographer Johnny Chauvin

additional production credits

Champion Graphic Communications 

holly & sMith architects	is	a	full	service	architecture	firm	

in	Hammond,	LA	focused	on	regional	modernism.	

approach and solution 

With a (literally) negative halftone, this announcement harnesses the medium of 
the laser-cut to ghost N.O.—for the firm’s recently opened New Orleans office—
behind the monogram logotype. 

production lessons 

Laser-cut projects have a distinct front and back, because one side ends up with 
burn marks. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  Material  

100 — — — —

3.5 × 2 × .01 Stainless steel

BuSinESS cARD FOR miO TOkiDA By kSEnyA SAmARSkAyA
Produced by Acu-Line Corporation

Mio tokida	is	a	Japanese	jewelry	designer	hand-assembling	

elegant	silver	chain	ornamentation,	based	out	of	New	

York,	NY.

approach and solution 

Tokida approached me looking for a promotional business card for a new line 
of her jewelry, which is composed of thin delicate metal threads hooked and 
looped together to form a decorative yet restrained chain. In talking over the 
design with her, I got excited about the possibility of having the card be an 
inverse of her final product, as if the chains could’ve been gathered from the 
missing punches of the card. Custom script lettering for the perforation was then 
designed in order to bring a sense of delicacy and refinement to the metal cards.

production lessons 

The key balance in designing this card was to use the metal without it seeming 
heavy or too masculine, which was achieved with a careful contrasting of the 
lettering to the materials. Upon receiving the final cards, we were continually 
pleasantly surprised with how they looked in different settings: bright and 
backlit, with moving cityscape lights or television glimmering through, or the 
shadows they cast at different angles.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 — 1/1 — Folding 
Eyelets

3.5 × 5.125 × .0625 Mohawk Feltweave, Urban Gray, 130lb cover 
Mohawk, Sunflower, 80lb cover

Best of category

PicTuRE FRAmE By STumPTOWn PRinTERS
Printed by Stumptown Printers

stuMptoWn printers	is	a	small	offset	litho	and	letterpress	

print	shop	in	Portland,	OR	specializing	in	unique	packag-

ing,	posters,	and	other	nifty	printed	goods.	

approach and solution 

Inspired by antique paper photo holders of the late nineteenth century, these 
dual purpose notecard-frames are designed to share a wallet size photo—or 
perhaps an original miniature art piece—with friends or loved ones. Behind 
the swing-away photo frame is a space where a greeting or message can be 
inscribed. The outer instruction card, sample photo, and display frame were all 
letterpress printed. 

production lessons 

We were pleased with how well the commercial Mohawk papers took to the 
letterpress process, allowing for a gentle impression with solid inking. The 
die-cutting was a challenge as the score areas have to be able to fold in two 
directions repeatedly without excessive wear. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 — 1 — —

3.5 × 2 Crane Lettra, Pearl White, 220lb

BuSinESS cARD FOR JAcquElyn POuSSOT PHOTOgRAPHy By J. kEnnETH ROTHERmicH
Printed by Cranky Pressman

jacquelyn poussot is	a	photographer	specializing	in	wed-

ding	and	travel	photography.

approach and solution 

This business card needed to embody the creative spirit of Jacquelyn’s work as 
a photographer while maintaining a refined look. The die-cut fits perfectly with 
her field of work, as well as incorporating the viewfinder graphic from her logo. 
By keeping the design elements minimal and the typography elegant, this trick 
felt less like a gimmick and more like the solution that her identity had been 
waiting for.

production lessons 

The first iteration of the project was run on a thinner stock (110lb)—which 
seemed more than thick enough for a business card. Once the paper is die-cut 
however, the structure weakened just enough to not feel as substantial. But after 
going full-on with the 220lb, the card was just right!
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

12,000 12 + cover CMYK + 1 — Folding 
Saddle-stitched

5 × 7.5 cover Neenah Classic Crest, Sawgrass Text, 
80lb cover 
interior Cougar, Natural White, Smooth, 
80lb text

BROcHuRE FOR lAn Su cHinESE gARDEn By SOckEyE
Printed by Brown printing

additional design credits

creative director Peter Metz
designer Mette Hornung Rankin 
writer Norm Sajovie
illustrator Mike Carina
scroll artwork Chen Jun

lan su chinese garden,	formerly	Portland	Classical	Chinese	

Garden,	is	located	in	Old	Town	in	downtown	Portland.	It	

occupies	one	city	block	and	was	built	in	cooperation	with	

Portland’s	sister	city,	Suzhou,	China.	

approach and solution 

Lan Su, translated, means garden of the awakening orchid. Spot illustrations re-
inforce key elements and themes that educate visitors about another worldview; 
one that places emphasis on nature to find true meaning. Information is easily 
found using the always available map flap and tiered index-style pages, making 
sure visitors don’t feel lost and are easily able to explore every nook and cranny 
of the garden.

production lessons 

There was a need to keep the production cost low, while having a level of detail 
that was customized. Our solution was to create tiered pages with a folded map. 
This was a low-cost solution, that also made it very easy to use—even if the 
hand-folded map flap added cost (didn’t know previously that not all folds can 
be done by machine). In retrospect, we wish we would have known there was 
a slightly different texture on either side of paper that resulted in a subtle color 
variation on pages.
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quantity produced  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

business card 2,250
map 500

CMYK — —

business card 3.5 × 2
map 17 × 11

Neenah Classic Crest, Smooth, Classic Cream, 
110lb cover (business cards) and 80lb text (map)

BuSinESS cARDS FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By cREATivE SuiTcASE
Printed by Ginny’s Printing

additional design credits

creative director Rachel Clemens 
designer Karl Hébert

creative suitcase is	a	boutique	print,	web,	and	graphic	

design	studio	filled	with	creative	people	who	love	to	travel.

approach and solution 

The Creative Suitcase team has worked on four continents and has traveled to 
over 34 countries. This promotional map is an illustrated guide to those statistics. 
The luggage-tag business cards are a nod to the golden age of travel and are 
marked with the Creative Suitcase home base destination in Austin, TX.

production lessons 

One of the bigger challenges with this project was printing 4-color on a natural 
colored paper while trying to match the Creative Suitcase PMS blue. We worked 
closely with the printer to dial back the yellow ink, letting the yellow in the 
paper make up the difference.

mix
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

700 — 1 Flocking —

6.25 × 7 × 1.75 —

PAckAgE FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By HATcH
Printed by KEA, Inc.

additional design credits

art directors Joel Templin and Katie Jain 
designer Jeffrey Bucholtz

hatch design	is	a	firm	co-founded	by	Joel	Templin	and	

Katie	Jain,	and	is	based	on	the	belief	that	the	best	design	is	

honest,	hands-on,	and	human.	Hatch	helps	new	products	

and	businesses	get	off	the	ground,	and	helps	existing	

brands	soar.	Since	opening	our	doors,	we	have	created	

brand	identity,	packaging,	collateral,	advertising,	promo-

tional,	and	interactive	design	for	some	of	the	world’s	top	

global	companies.

approach and solution 

For our 4th Annual Easter Egg Coloring Kit and Contest, we created a purple me-
tallic kit with white flocking in an intricate egg design, our first foray into flocking!

production lessons 

White flocking sheds…a lot.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

Unknown — box 1
cards 4/1

box Foil
Embossing

—

2.5 × 3.75 × .05 —

PAckAgE FOR THEORy11 By HATcH
Printed by US Playing Card Company

additional design credits

art directors Joel Templin and Katie Jain
designer Jeffrey Bucholtz

additional print credits

Keith Ackert

theory11	is	the	premier	source	for	learning	magic	and	

card	tricks,	offering	accessories	to	“advance	the	art	

of	magic”	by	enlisting	the	field’s	foremost	experts	to	

showcase	their	work.

approach and solution 

Theory11 engaged Hatch to design a custom, limited-edition deck of playing 
cards inspired by Hermeticism, the ancient set of philosophical and religious 
beliefs based on the Egyptian writings associated with the Greek God Hermes. 
Hatch designed the Sentinel playing cards to include a royal court that 
represents the three parts of wisdom—Alchemy (Jacks), Astronomy (Queens), 
Theurgy (Kings)—as well as The All (Ace of Spades). The elements of earth, 
fire, water, and air were also applied to the suits and are represented by graphic 
symbols throughout the deck.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

10,000 62 + cover CMYK + 6 Spot dull varnish 
Spot gloss varnish 
Pearl foil stamp 

Perfect bound

7.25 × 9.5 × .375 Mohawk Solutions, eight different papers in 
various colors, finishes, and weights

BROcHuRE FOR mOHAWk FinE PAPERS inc. By vOlumE inc.
Printed by The Hennegan Company

additional design credits

creative directors Adam Brodsley and 
Eric Heiman 
designer Eric Heiman

MohaWk fine papers inc. is	the	largest	premium	paper	

manufacturer	in	North	America.

approach and solution 

This promotion is a teaching guide to inspire designers to think expansively about 
how mundane source material can sing if viewed with a fresh perspective. We 
randomly selected ten images and compiled them into a sequence that would 
repeat three times. Next, we asked three writers to create their own narrative to 
accompany it. We designed each story while still maintaining the same image 
layout throughout all three sequences. It’s a “Groundhog Day” scenario—always 
beginning in the same place yet arriving at three different outcomes, illustrating 
the various ways one can approach the same problem.

production lessons 

It’s fun (but complicated) to use every trick in the book.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,000 — CMYK/2 — —

3 × 2.125 Starwhite, Flash White, 84lb cover

BuSinESS cARD FOR JOEl BOck PHOTOgRAPHy By DARRyl DESignS
Printed by B&B Print Source (offset) and Ramsden Fine Arts (laser-cutting)

additional design credits

designer Darryl Brown
photographer Joel Bock

joel bock	is	a	photographer	specializing	in	portraits	and	

weddings.	His	approach	is	very	personal,	taking	a	lot	of	

time	getting	to	know	his	subjects	and	often	spending	a	full	

day	shooting	with	them.	

approach and solution 

Joel Bock’s personal approach to photography, and the fact that he’s capturing 
very meaningful moments—weddings, families, etc.—drove the design of his 
business cards. We wanted something that would stand out and that would be 
kept. Four different full color images on the back show off his work, and the 
words speak to his approach and his purpose. The iridescent paper stock along 
with the laser die-cut details make the cards unique.

production lessons 

I was printing a die-cut folder for a different client and was able to gang these 
business cards with it, at no cost. This allowed us to afford the precision of laser-
cutting and full color printing.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

500 — 3 — —

business card 3.5 × 2
letterhead 8.5 × 11
envelope 9.5 × 4.125

Mohawk Superfine, White Eggshell, 70lb text 
and 100lb cover  
French Paper Construction, Nightshift, 100lb 
cover

STATiOnERy FOR SAgiTTARiuS SERPEnTARiuS HOlDingS llc By SHElBy  
DESignS & illuSTRATES
Printed by The Ligature

additional design credits

creative director Shelby Putnam Tupper
art director Will Yang
designers Donna Castro and Will Yang

sagittarius serpentarius holdings	is	a	financial	holding	

company	that	invests	in	unique	real	estate	properties	

and	franchises.

approach and solution 

There were two major requirements from the client: incorporate the constella-
tion sagittarius because the two partners were born in December, and to include 
the African bird of prey Sagittarius Serpentarius.

production lessons 

On one of the business cards, we wanted more of the details in the silhouette of 
the bird and tree to show. This required a sculpted die, which the printer did an 
excellent job of creating and printing.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 80 + cover CMYK + 4 Gloss UV coating 
Aqueous varnish

Saddle-sewn

10.25 × 13.5 × .4 McCoy Matte, 80lb text and 80lb cover

BOx SET FOR Dcc AnD OTTO ny By OTTO ny
Printed by DCC

additional design credits

Christina Antonopoulos 
Chris Yun 
David Kohler  
Hope Kohler

dcc	is	a	premier	NY-based	boutique	retouching	studio	as	

well	as	a	renowned	printing	organization.	

otto ny	combines	knowledge,	strategy,	and	creativity	

to	provide	unique,	brand-based	communications	and	

design-focused	solutions	that	are	engineered	to	grow	and	

get	noticed.

approach and solution 

DVice 3 is a joint effort between DCC and OTTO NY celebrating the power  
of visual communication. Collaborating with a cast of photographers and street 
artists, we documented New York City after dark or as we came to call it,  
“The Other NY.”

production lessons 

Varnish can deaden photos, UV coating can highlight imperfections in the paper, 
and there can never be enough black. 
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  

binding rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 24 + cover card CMYK + 1
booklet CMYK

card Gold gilded edges
booklet Foil stamp and gold gilded edges
box Foil stamp gloss white

Saddle-stitched5.125 × 7.125 card Mohawk Navajo, Brilliant White, 
100lb cover 
booklet Mohawk Navajo, Brilliant White, 
80lb text

lOOkBOOk FOR HOnOR By ROAnDcO STuDiO
Printed by Sharon An

additional design credits

creative director Roanne Adams
designer Tadeu Magalhães
photographer KT Auleta

honor	is	a	high-end	women’s	clothing	brand	led	by	designer	

Giovanna	Randall	in	New	York,	NY.	With	no	detail	left	

untouched,	every	aspect	of	the	brand	aims	to	deliver	quality	

and	beauty.	Honor	translates	the	20th-century	heritage	of	

an	old-world	fashion	atelier	into	a	wearable	collection	that	

honors	both	the	past	and	present.

approach and solution 

After art directing Honor’s debut SS’11 Fashion Lookbook and Campaign 
imagery shoots, we wanted to create a piece that combined both shoots to 
showcase Honor’s collection and show off the brand’s signature style that we 
created: refined and elegant, brilliant white, with touches of gold.

production lessons 

Printing on Mohawk Navajo Brilliant White affects the photo color in a noticeable 
way. The paper makes all colors more yellow, which made it hard for us to ensure 
the colors matched the color proofs. The gilding of 26,000 cards also affected 
the time frame of the project considerably. At first, the printer had advised us that 
gilding the saddle-stitched booklets would be impossible to do after binding, but 
after a couple tries, they were able to accomplish it.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,000 — — Foil stamp 
Laser-cutting

—

3.5 × 2 Mohawk Proterra, Straw Antique, 80lb cover 
mounted on 160lb cover

BuSinESS cARD FOR cREATivE SPAcE By ROAnDcO STuDiO
Printed by Modern Press

additional design credits

creative director Roanne Adams
designer Tadeu Magalhães

creative space	is	a	brokerage	firm	based	in	Los	Angeles,	CA	

whose	mission	is	to	connect	unconventional	spaces	to	

creative	companies.	With	a	360	degree	approach	to	real	

estate,	they	are	the	people	who	match	tenants	with	not	

only	an	office	space	but	also	expert	contractors,	consul-

tants,	designers,	and	vendors.	

approach and solution 

After developing Creative Space’s brand identity based on the concept of posi-
tive and negative space and how vacant space when filled changes the dynamic 
fundamentally, we wanted to create a business card that plays with the idea of 
“creative spaces” by literally cutting spaces out of their logo. 

production lessons 

The small type for the foil and laser-cut was challenging as it took more rounds 
of production than expected to make sure the foil and laser-cut matched.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 — 3 — —

12.5 × 12.5 New Leaf Sakura Silk, 71lb text 
Crane Lettra, Pearl White, 110lb cover

WRAPPing PAPER SET FOR nOTiOn FARm By RuBBER DESign
Printed by Rising Star Printing, Dependable Letterpress (gift tag sheets), Apex Die (outer sleeve), and  
JR Press (gift tag die-cut)

notion farM	is	a	developer	of	retail	gift	products	located	in	

San	Francisco,	CA.

approach and solution 

This was a test product. We were testing the idea of a mini wrapping paper set 
with the “Best Things Come in Small Packages” theme. We wanted to introduce 
a kit that contained wrap and gift tags in an organized way and to see if people 
would embrace mini size wrapping paper sheets—the sheet of tags were popular, 
but there were a lot of complaints about small wrapping paper sheets.

production lessons 

Working with four different vendors for the various elements was challenging 
and required a lot of extra legwork and monitoring. But, it allowed us to get to a 
price point that made sense for testing and it let us work with vendors we knew 
we could trust for each element.
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quantity produced  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

poster 300 limited edition
papercraft 1,000

poster 4
papercraft CMYK

Die-cutting —

poster 16 × 22
papercraft 8.5 × 11

poster Uncoated, 80lb
papercraft C1S 10pt cover

POSTER FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By HyPERquAkE
Printed by AnalogApes (poster) and Berman Printing (papercraft)

additional design credits

Chris Albert 
Julie Hill 
Adam Daniel 
Charlie Key 
Jared Rabinowitz 
Chad Witzel 
Dan Barczak 
Zack Mueller

hyperquake	is	a	Cincinnati-based	design	agency	working	

with	various	brands	in	the	CPG,	entertainment,	restaurant,	

retail,	healthcare,	and	B2B	categories.	HyperQuake	works	

across	a	variety	of	media	and	formats	to	bring	brand	

experiences	to	life.

approach and solution 

As firm believers that technology and design are at a unique crossroads today, 
we wanted to help tell a different story to our prospective clients—one about 
how these two disciplines work together to enable creation, reinvention and 
engagement. So we took the gloves off and created a poster, interactive
papercraft, and a digital home for all of it (complete with 3D tools to design, 
share and then print your own papercraft). Enjoy. (Chirp)
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

175 — CMYK + 1 Lamination 
Beveled edges

—

6 × 8.5 Various paper stocks and weights

WEDDing inviTATiOn FOR JEnniFER & JOHn By ATEliER iSABEy
 

additional design credits

Atelier Isabey

jennifer davidge-pitts	and	john koski	reside	in	New	York,	

NY,	far	away	from	their	wedding	held	at	Jennifer’s	family	

farm	in	Magaliesberg,	South	Africa.

approach and solution 

The objective of this wedding invitation was to fuse meaningful details and 
stories about the couple and their New York-meets-South Africa stories. Since 
the wedding would take place on the bride’s family farm in South Africa, we 
celebrated the idea of the destination wedding in the form of a travel journal. 
They were very conscious about not letting the invitations look too thematic, 
especially with the African inspiration, so we consciously kept the color palette 
very classic, with shades of white and ivory, incorporating personal details in the 
materials, tone on tone printing, and graphic discovery elements.

production lessons 

One of the biggest challenges we faced with creating this invitation was sourcing  
many different papers with different tactile qualities and having them all coordi-
nate in the same (or similar shade of) white to give it a uniform, seamless look. 
Luckily we were able to get many swatches and sample sheets from our different  
paper vendors. We made sure to build a mockup to scale to make sure all elements, 
colors, and papers fit together perfectly.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

100 192 white pages + 
14 yellow pages + 
cover

cover 2
interior 1

— Perfect bound

5 × 6 × .75 Monadnock Astrolite Smooth, 100lb cover  
and 100lb text 
Domtar Hots, Yellow, 65lb cover

nOTEBOOk FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By mATTER STRATEgic DESign
Printed by Somerset Graphics

Matter	is	a	strategic	design	firm	helping	individuals,	

organizations,	and	causes	matter	to	those	who	matter	most	

to	them.

approach and solution 

For our holiday client gift we stayed clear of the typical corporate gifts and created 
what we call our “stylish revolt against Christmas cellophane.” A little white note-
book that our clients could use for the entire year. We wanted to create something 
that was both beautiful and functional; something that would be true to who we 
are and open to who our clients want to be. Like our website, the sketchbook 
focuses on one basic yet critical question: what matters to you? In this case that 
means eleven poignant and often cheeky visitor-generated quotes compiled from 
www.matter.to at the centre of the notebook.

production lessons 

In order to keep the cost down, the cover and text sheets were die-cut individually, 
then hand-jogged and perfect bound. This is a good solution from a cost perspective 
but makes for a difficult job to keep everything aligned during binding.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

100 — 1 — —

6 × 4.5 Crane Lettra, Pearl White, 220lb

POSTcARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By lEigH gHESquiERE
Printed by Studio 204 and Inky Lips Press (letterpress)

additional production credits

stamp Thomas Rubber Stamp Co.

leigh ghesquiere	is	a	graphic	designer	and	illustrator	in	

Fort	Worth,	TX.

approach and solution 

This piece served as the save the date for my wedding in October 2010. My 
husband has a lot of family members who live out of state who I hadn’t had the 
chance to meet so I wanted to tell our story by sharing some important details 
of our life together up to that point. Each icon in the timeline represents a mile-
stone or special moment in our courtship. An explanation of each was provided 
on our blog. I was happy to get a lot of good feedback from guests who enjoyed 
the insight and shared some laughs with those who took a stab at piecing it 
together on their own.

production lessons 

I was fortunate enough to get my hands dirty during production and I’d say the 
biggest challenge was keeping consistency with the color, knowing that I’d be 
carrying it over into the actual invitation. Thinking ahead, I wanted everything to 
be as cohesive as possible and with mixed printing methods, it would take a bit 
more tenacity to achieve.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,000 — CMYK Spot gloss UV  
varnish

Folding

flat 17.25 × 23.25
finished 5.75 × 7.75

Domtar Vista, Opaque, 33lb

POSTER FOR cAnADiAn WRiTERS gROuP By FlASH REPRODucTiOnS
Printed by Flash Reproductions

additional design credits

Russell Gibbs

canadian Writers group	is	a	literary	agency	that	represents	

Canada’s	most	talented,	in-demand	freelance	writers.

approach and solution 

Informational, awareness call for action.

production lessons 

We were challenged by this lightweight material since it had to pass through our 
offset press before we could apply a gloss spot UV silkscreen coating. Our solu-
tion for minimizing the effects of introducing large amounts of water to a press 
sheet—affecting sheet stability—was to work with a smaller 1-up form, thereby 
minimizing distortion. 
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quantity produced  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

business card 14,000
letterhead 2,000
folder 1,000
mint 2,000

2/1 business card 
Spot UV varnish 
folder Blind 
emboss

—

business card 3 × 2.5
letterhead 8.5 × 11
folder 9 × 12

business card Snow, 16pt 
letterhead Reich, 24 Clear
folder Uncoated Black, 12pt

STATiOnERy FOR vOxEl DOT nET inc. By mARk PERnicE/mATic
Printed by Into Graphics (letterhead), McIntosh Embossing (folders), Designline Graphics (business cards), 
and Execubrand (mint swag)

additional design credits

art director and designer Mark Pernice

voxel	is	an	international	web	hosting	company	headquar-

tered	in	New	York,	NY.

approach and solution 

We were approached by Voxel to create a stationery system that stood out 
amongst substandard technology companies and trade show throwaways. The 
letterhead is printed on translucent paper. An opaque white was printed on 
the back to only show a translucent border. The folder only uses a round blind 
emboss. And the mints are packaged in anti-static bags that are synonymous 
with technology services.

production lessons 

The letterhead was quite a challenge. The two colors were printed on the front but 
to ensure that laser toner would adhere to the paper we printed the white on the 
back. This proved very successful but we had to hit the white 2-3 times for it to be 
opaque enough. Designing borders on business cards is always scary because of 
the small size. Any cut a bit off is really noticeable—we had to send the first batch 
back because of this.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  

rank diMensions  paper stock  

2,000 — envelope 0/1 business card Foil stamp, multilevel blind 
emboss, and gold gilded edges 
envelope Blind emboss

1.75 × 3 business card French Paper Construction, 
Tile Green, 100lb cover 
envelope French Paper Construction, 
Tile Green, 70lb text

BuSinESS cARD FOR HOnOR By ROAnDcO STuDiO
Printed by One Source Visual Marketing Solutions

additional design credits

creative director Roanne Adams
designer Tadeu Magalhães
illustrator Valístika Studio

honor	is	a	high-end	women’s	clothing	brand	led	by	designer	

Giovanna	Randall	in	New	York,	NY.	With	no	detail	left	un-

touched,	every	aspect	of	the	brand	aims	to	deliver	quality	

and	beauty.	Honor	translates	the	20th-century	heritage	of	

an	old-world	fashion	atelier	into	a	wearable	collection	that	

honors	both	the	past	and	present.

approach and solution 

In developing Honor’s brand identity, we wanted to create an elegant business 
card that displayed Honor’s seal—signifying a guarantee of quality from fashion 
designer and owner Giovanna Randall—and Honor’s logo in gold foil. The busi-
ness card fits perfectly into an envelope lined with a full bleed red-orange color.

production lessons 

Using a copper die to achieve a detailed multilevel blind emboss required 
several rounds of tests. We were patient and stuck with it until we were able 
to achieve more details than expected and the blind embossed seal turned out 
perfectly on both sides. The gold gilding made the cards slightly smaller than the 
trim size, so we had to account for this as the cards were to fit inside individual 
envelopes. We also had to increase the size of the business card slightly to meet 
the minimum size requirement for gilding.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  Material 

50 — 2 — —

4.75 × 6.5 Fabric (bandana)

BABy SHOWER inviTATiOn FOR JAimE THOmAS By lEigH gHESquiERE
Printed by BLT Printers

Mom-to-be,	jaiMe thoMas. approach and solution 

In Texas, there’s quite a surplus of western themed events so when I was asked 
to design a baby shower invitation with just those guidelines, I knew I had to 
reach a bit further. I wanted something that was delicate but also a little rough 
around the edges. I used a standard bandana pattern as a model, replacing the 
paisley shapes and lines with baby and western elements. Just the right balance 
of cutesy and cowboy.

production lessons 

I had originally planned on including the event details in the bandana design but 
the client unexpectedly had to go on bed rest in the hospital until her delivery. 
So once the shower date was determined, that would leave me very little time 
to have them printed before they needed to be mailed. We decided to go ahead 
with the concept but I used a hang tag for the details and the bandana served as 
more of a take-away for the guests.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

50 each — poster CMYK
certificate 4

certificate Deboss 
and edge tipping

—

poster 18 × 24
certificate 7 × 9.75

Crane Lettra, Pearl White, 220lb DTC

POSTER AnD AWARD cERTiFicATE FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By THESiS
Printed by Kal-Blu (poster) and Greg Anderson (certificate)

additional design credits

creative directors Brian Edlefson and Mark Cook
art directors and designers Brian Edlefson and 
Greg Anderson

thesis	collaborates	with	clients	who	create	the	places—or	

design	products	used	in	the	places—where	people	spend	

their	lives.	They	help	product	designers,	manufacturers,	

architects,	and	interior	designers	solve	problems	through	

the	thoughtful	artful	integration	of	graphic	design	fueled	by	

careful	consideration	and	curiosity.

approach and solution 

We developed the grant based on the experience of each studio member in  
creating our own thesis work in graduate school, as well as those of our interns 
that are usually finishing up their own undergraduate thesis. It can be an expen-
sive proposition; usually entirely self-funded, and it’s a small way for us to help 
out. We like to think of the grant program as a catalyst for making finances less 
of a barrier to brilliance.

production lessons 

Applying each recipient’s name is a timely and expensive endeavor (especially 
since there are 2 winners each year). We printed enough certificates to last many 
years but we could have considered another method for calling out the names.





234  underconsideration’s salvage

quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

30,000 32 + cover CMYK — Perfect bound 
French fold

6.5 × 9 cover Lynx Opaque, 100lb cover
interior Lynx Opaque, 70lb text

viEWBOOk FOR WilkES univERSiTy By 160OvER90
Printed by Bentley Rowland

additional design credits

chief creative officer Darryl Cilli
executive creative director Jim Walls
director of production Rosemary Fahmie
creative director Tammo Walter
designer Dan Blackman
copywriters Brad Failor and Kyle Arango

Wilkes university	is	a	private,	non-sectarian,	liberal	arts	

institution	located	in	the	Northeast	Pennsylvania	city	of	

Wilkes-Barre.

approach and solution 

The viewbook exemplifies the Wilkes investment in personal engagement 
through participatory engineering (french folds) and enticing copy. Each 
component represents the school’s philosophies on mentoring and genuine 
student-professor communication. 

uc’S 
SAlvA

gE
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

5,000 — 1 — —

3.375 × 6.25 Waxed tissue paper

HAngTAg FOR HOnOR By ROAnDcO STuDiO
Printed by Label Kings

additional design credits

creative director Roanne Adams
designer Tadeu Magalhães
illustrator Valístika Studio

honor	is	a	high-end	women’s	clothing	brand	led	by	designer	

Giovanna	Randall	in	New	York,	NY.	With	no	detail	left	

untouched,	every	aspect	of	the	brand	aims	to	deliver	quality	

and	beauty.	Honor	translates	the	20th-century	heritage	of	

an	old-world	fashion	atelier	into	a	wearable	collection	that	

honors	both	the	past	and	present.

approach and solution 

For Honor’s hangtag we wanted to deliver a message from the designer to  
her customers assuring them of the quality of the garment. The message was  
delivered on a gold printed tissue paper, the most delicate paper we could find.

production lessons 

Offset printing on a really thin stock was a challenge. Our first thought was to 
foil stamp the tissue paper, but unfortunately this is not possible on such thin 
paper. Most printers we approached for this job declined to help us produce the 
piece due to the tissue-like paper we wanted to use and that the design was not 
a repeated pattern. Typically tissue paper printing needs to be a repeat pattern 
with little detail but we wanted to create something unique. In the end, we were 
happy to be able to achieve a “gold” look for the artwork and obtain a high level 
of detail.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

50 limited edition — 2 — —

card 5 × 7
glasses 16 × 1.5

card Neenah Neutech, Pure White, 160lb
glasses Neenah Neutech, Pure White, 120lb

BiRTH AnnOuncEmEnT By THE mAnDATE PRESS
Printed by The Mandate Press

An	expecting	mom-	and	dad-to-be. approach and solution 

We created a letterpress printed announcement with the message hidden from 
view, as well as some custom printed and die-cut glasses to help decode the 
hidden text. The simple monogramed letterpress card features a pleasant but 
ambiguous illustration printed only in red ink. The card politely asks that you 
adorn the accompanying glasses, which at first resemble classic 3D movie shades 
only both of the lenses are red. When the card is viewed with the glasses the 
red lenses cancel out the red illustration and reveal the great news that’s printed 
beneath. BAM! Surprise! No one saw it coming, not even Mom. 

production lessons 

In order to get the decoder effect we wanted, this project required some trial and 
error to find the correct colors. The result is a custom ink mix to work with the 
red acetate film.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

250 — — White foil —

3.5 × 2 GF Smith Colorplan, Gravure Texture, Pink 
540gsm

PROmOTiOnAl cARD FOR i Ruv Ru By kSEnyA SAmARSkAyA
Printed by IST Printing

i ruv ru	is	the	creative	playspace	and	upcoming	portfolio	of	

an	enigmatic	Russophile	and	graphic	designer.	

approach and solution 

The lettering solution for I Ruv Ru was thick brush script lettering for the name, 
with a dot between the Ruv and the Ru to signify that it doubles as a url. For the 
production I wanted something with a hint of valentine, amplifying the cutesy-
love theme, without toeing over the line into kitsch. I chose the thick card for 
its class and solemnity, in the feminine pink color of a love note. Always going 
for contrast when it comes to printing, the quilted texture of the card was paired 
under the smooth white foil-blocking of the lettering. 

production lessons 

This was my first time playing with paper texture, and I thought that the quilted 
look and feel really did highlight the refinement and complexity of the card.
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quantity produced  page count  nuMber of colors  special techniques  binding 

rank diMensions  paper stock  

1,000 — 1 Thermochromic 
UV coating

—

3.5 × 2 White Cougar Opaque Smooth, White,  
100lb cover

BuSinESS cARD FOR SElF-PROmOTiOn By PluRAl
Printed by Classic Color and Plural

additional design credits

Jeremiah Chiu 
Renata Graw

plural	is	a	creative	studio	founded	in	2008,	in	Chicago,	

IL.	With	a	focus	on	strong	typography	and	conceptual	

approaches,	Plural	explores	new	ideas	within	the	design	

process,	collaborating	on	a	wide	range	of	print,	web,	video,	

textile,	and	installation	projects	for	cultural	institutions	

and	artists.

approach and solution 

Our approach was to design a truly interactive business card, one that involves 
touch and feel; one that creates a personal experience. Designer business cards 
always seem to compete for the greatest thickness of paper, or the deepest  
emboss/deboss, or the most letters pressed. We wanted a simple, blank card that 
forced you to discover the information, with your warm hands.

production lessons 

The biggest production challenge was determining how the thermochromic ink 
would be applied. The printer had never used the ink, so many tests were con-
ducted to determine the opacity, translucency, and color the ink would appear 
after being silkscreened over the offset card. In the end, the black ink was the 
most opaque, allowing the info underneath to be completely hidden. 
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print work from around the world during 2010. The FPO Awards reward the most 

successful combinations of design and print production. A panel of five judges  
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entries included in this PDF book as well as in an iPad publication. 
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